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There's more than one way to .g et in to see the President. . .
ASSISTANT FIRE CHIEF Clayton
Garland leads members of the Murray
Fire Department up to the fifth floor 'of

the Administration Bldg. The department was checking to see U' their new
85-foot aerial ladder would reach to the

top of the building. The ladder, part of a
$58,400 fire truck, passed the test to the
relief of President Deno Curris.

Lane Resigns Dean's Post
See story on Page 2

P... J

Campa. rumors dipelled

Lane resips tO leeome
head of PREP program
By IUD JONBJJ
CooeMor

Dean of Student Aft'ain Nor·
man 0 . Lane Nliped durtDa
Chriatlul breM and baa aC•
cepted a poaidoD u director of
Murray State's PREP pi'OiniD
at Ft. Campbell
Both Lane aDd Preaideot
Constantine Curril empb.uiae
that Laue's move wu not a
"hatchet job."
Dean Lane' • reeipation
came several ...U followina
Dean of Women LllliaD Tate's
reeicnation and ie beinc

followed by an iDc:nued effort
to hire a vice-pneident for
student development. Many
atudenta epec:ulated that this
waa the Heond atep in
"clearinl'' the 1tudent affain
office.
Lue Bxtremely Bapn
"I've loobcl forward very
much to pttiDc back into
academic work,'' Lane said. He
explained that hie masters
de1ree i• in 1chool ad·
minietration and over the yean
he just "......, into" student af.

Dr. CurrU begins aearch
for student affairs VP
............ Ulll oae alumna to
Wp hllll . . . . the . . . Yice~,.........

......ben

incluRiot Priaot. dean of die
Scbool of ,... Ana. cbairman;
William T•ylor, auociate
...,... in
fonD*
ombadaman; aad Mn. .lamea

..,._abel

Hart. Murray,

alumea

Tbt tbNe ltudlbt memben

Plao&o by lteM7 Cabue

B. (Runi) Mark.
pretident Of tb.e WODUtD'•

........... ...... ,....,.... ......................
..
.,..._daM

are ADil

Stadeat

QovernmeDt
A81ociatioa; Tbomu Deboe,
editor ol tide , . . 8HIBU>;
aad Ro1er Wateoa, vieepnJideat fll the IOpbomore
claM ..... ........ of the
aadent Actitidie Board.

AS '1'118 1'00 ..eded Oftl' tM ....... lut ·~· WGa'll oea&buaed - . . . . . ....,. ....... .,.... wlllell . . . Gftl. . . . . . . .
~

Ollft 8L llu . . . wiD

IIOW . . . . . .

J1Ut el tU

wu ·

- ........... n.. .\1'111 .............

'Die ........., eaid ..... with

appiJcatlaM ~ e.ccapted bn·

Cafeteria workers, Curris
meet to discuss problems
Cafeteria

won..

met with

Dr. CoaltantiDe Cai'ril Gillan.

7 to~ . . jebe and ICIIDe
~the ~ they haw ....

rrs

NOT NJC8 te fool • ..._ N...... 1111& • • • - - ..........
....... - .... 0.. . . . . - - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..,... . . . . . .
lq ........ fll ........ (left) . ., ........k . . . . . . . . 1111 Ia tile

COUDtiiNd in .... WCII'k.
""OM ~ the main tbiDp they
an COileaaed about il ...-.•·
Carrie said. He ..id the

.... ., .......
MSU Vet School:

worbn ..aari" are not

. . . . . . . . . with the cur.at

.... in the . . ollivbtJ,

Cafeteria .,........ also

ezpra•ed concern over .old aad miemanapd. She said there are
faulty equipmeDt, extra pay f01' often worbn ltandinc around
worbn on the Dilbt lhift and doiq notbiDJ duriq pealr.
a UDifonD supply .,.-a.
· 1uDch and clbuaer boon.
Currie eaid that DO meDtioD
.Joe Dyer, director of food ....
wu made of the cdarla beial . . . delcribed tile meetinl u
understaffed. · However, a emi•ble aDd said the ~
catet.rla worker
told the cHd net ..-t Currie with any
NBWS lut week that tblre are tbna~fanDal . . . . . . .
...an now to do Vena Ln. dindcw of the
the job. . . said moe& ol the 'l1lrautblnd 8aack Bar, Mid
off ... bad DO ..........t '011 dJe
with Carria .... daat
The worbr allo said tbat the ..... ol worbn had any
~
ftMI 1mNat Gil ............. either.

DOt__...

.......t
... ,.............. ..,...

........

....,..

••d•

Proposal filed in Stnte Senate
By DAllA COP B
Speelal Writer

A

bill

propoains

a

veterinary IChool at Murray
State Univeraity was in·
troduced in the State Senate

Jan. 9 by Senator Pat
McCuiston, a Democrat
from Pembroke and a
Murray State pdaate.
Sea. McCailt.oll aaicl be
. . , . a vetaiaary ICiaool

wu wry Wilda ·aeec~ec~. "I
W t:bat ._ •IJnPer place
would be in W..tarn Ken·
tucky becaUM the food abortap makes the need for an
e:rpert of liveatock p-owers

and W..tern Kentucky il in
the middle of the Nlion iD
which liveetock ia railed.'*
'"Ho1 production baa
skyrocketed in the lut four
01' five )"MI"' in parta of
8lt
KeDtueky ud the 20 or 10
veteriDary etudeDta ,.. ._d

w

tO oat-of4ate ~ woe•t

npta.dtlolder.-..tllat
die - . . . .. Now - ..
DIOI&Ir . . ad cat....,
W•
nHd; ao¥e
veteriaaria• In . . .....
ueu to treat awble and cattle."
At the pn&eDt time tbe

.._n,

v.

state placee 20 veterinary
atudentl in three in·
atitutiona: Ohio State
Univenity, Tuake1ee Inatitutle and Auburn.
Mcduiaton said the only
..real competi~on" for tbe
ecbool ia with tbe Univerlity
ol ~· ..U.K. is al..,_
tryina te ....... bil t.biap.''
Jae ..W with a ch11clde.

"TJaere ia always a
JNIIIIIibiUty ol echeol
beiq lecated 101118.......
elle, but Murray State is oat
in front."
McCuiatcm uid there are

definite advantasea for
Murray State if tbe lchool ia

the ICbool

have beea made

by the Murray City Council.
located •here. "It will help 4ibe Calloway County Fiscal
make Murray State Univer- Court and four aretl chamand bers of commerce: Murreysity a ftllioul
Iince then ia no auch ecbool Calloway County, Greater
for veterinary acience in Paclucah. Manball Couaty
Kentucky or Tenneaaee, I and
Mayfield-Grave•
feel it ia very much ......_._.. County.
Kentucky
Murray State made pubUc
people are worldaa lor the lalt apriJII a atady OD the
bill ud we are
..... for a ~«bool
b8t I feel t:M Rlpabucaa. wlaictl wu followed in die
will also and I hope &hey au.mmer by a Kiaher
will help in tbe puaaae of Education Council atudy.
the bill.''
The neulta have not been

con.,.

....,_ w..........

n.ocr.ta

Reaolutiona

aupportiDI

ma«W~,_~

I
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Calendar of events

I

TODAY
Women's Basketball: Murray State vs. Eastern Kentucky
University. 7:30 p.m., Fieldhouse.
SATURDAY, JAN. 19
Women's Basketball: Murray State vs. Memphis State, 3
p.m., University School gym. No charge. Public invited.
M OND AY, J AN. 21
Last day to en·roll in a course for credit. Classes must be attended on this date.
''They Came to Rob Las Vegas," sponsored by Student
Government. 7:30 p.m in the University School Auditorium.
Admission : 75 cents.
T HURSDAY, JAN. 24
Women's Basketball: Murray State vs. Union University, 7
p.m. in the University School gymnasium.

t!JJ

COAL FOR HEAT is delivered to tbe Central
Heatinr Plant by truck as part of the Univer·
Bity'• plan to help in the national energy eriala.

HAVE A PROBLEM?
WANT TO RAP?
NEED SOME REAL
ANSWERS?
CALL 753-8866 HOTLINE
JESUS LOVES YOU!
MARANATHA CHRISTIAN
CENTER

Photo by Stephen Fltz1erald
Mea1ure1 are beinr taken aero.. t h e Unlver·
elty to limit wute of e nerl)'.

Request to conserve energy UJsued
for University by Dr. Hogancamp
Dr. Thomas Hogancamp's
Jan. 7th request to conserve
energy is one step behind actions of faculty, staff and
students.
The request was in accord ance with the r ecent
"Austerity
Energy
Use
Program' ' authorized by
President Curris and Board of
Regents. The vice president of
Administrative Affairs urges
each member of the Universit.Y
family to keep temperature
levels at 68 degrees a nd to keep
unoccupied buildings at a
minimum temperature, yet not
so low as to endanger the
buildings.
The request also aak8 that
Physical Plant personnel check
all buildings for open windows
and other areas for heat
leakages. Students are asked to
turn off lights and personal
electronic equipment when not
in their rooms. The public
relations staff is promoting
ener gy conservation on the part
of all campus personnel.
According to Robert G.
Mobley, director of housing,
dorms and other buildings were
kept at 60 degrees over Christmas vacation. Physical plant
personnel checked windows
and other sources of heat
leakage. Mobley said that most
students have done their part
by turning off lights in their
rooms when not in use, making
sure windows are closed and
posting bulletin boards dealing
with the conservation of energy.
Mobley feels that if students

24 Hour
Wrecker Service

TABERS
BODY
SHOP

All ornamental lighting and
the lighting of the 16 tennis
courts for night play has been
discontinued
indefinitely,
although a dequate safety
lighting is being maintained
acroea the campus.
Building deliveries have been
rescheduled on an every-otherday basis instead of every day,
and strict compliance with the
55-mile-per -hour speed limit
recommended by federal and
state officials baa been directed.

continue to meet the problem
on their own initiative, their
volunta.ry response would be
greater than if given an order
from administrative personnel.
Student organizations plan to
work closely with the administration in this area,
Mobley said.
C. Dale Lemons, chairman of
the department of industrial
education, stated tha t his
faculty has a lways kept lights
off when rooms were unoccupied. Over the Christmas
holidays the building was kept
at a very low temperature.
Lemons did not how the exact
temperature, but he did remark
that be was much more comfortable with his overcoat on
while workin in th

Continuous checking of all
University vehicles is being
done to assure maximum
ena ine per formance with
minimum fuel utilization
through greater motor ef:
ficien .

All fall and winter lingerie
All coats 1 /3 to

1/2

1/3 off

off

All Fall and winter dresses 1/2 price

Town & Country
Dixieland Shopping Center

Settle-Workman

January Clearance Sale·
Men's Flare Denim Jeans

One Group Ladies
Velour Slacks
i
pr ce
thru 18
1/2

8

i

Waist 29 thru 38

$5.99-$6.99 and $7.99

zes-5

One Table Dress
1------------------....1
Lad es Blouses
and Casual

Baggies
Reg. $9.99
Sale $6.99
10.99
All Ladies Dresses and
Casual Shoes20 percent off

•
1

7 thru 48
tI 3

off

Ladi. es Jeans
Flare Leg and Cuffed
Reg.$7.99
$8.99

All Ladies Dresses
Jr. and Misses t/3
t/2

Men's Baggie Jeans

Sale $6.39
$7.19

All Ladies
Purses off

off

$7.99
and .
$8.99
Men's Dress Knit Pants
Reg.$17 .99
Sale $9.99
14.99
$11.99
Men's Sport Coats
and Suits
I/3 off

SETTLE-WORKMAN

PHONE

753-3134

One group pastel spring suits 1/ 3 off

308 East Main Street

Phone No: 753-244 7
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Contributions:
Buying a piece of America?
Everyone is pretty much con- must be profound. Elections in •72,
cerned over
the state of the for instance, were estimated to have
economy right now. What with the cost about $400 million.
energy crisis here, inflation in full
Not to mention the doubtless
swing and spent phases cluttering greater effect of the whole operation
everything.
on the rest of the marketplace. This
Perhaps one of the best things would be evidenced by the fact that
that could be done would be to, in a those who have had the money
recently to buy stocks (called conFRANKLY SPEAKING....by phil frark tributions) in this industry seem to
be getting more than a reasonable
return on their investment.

PIISI'ICTJVE

overrun on one weapon for the Pentagon would take care of elections
for the next decade or so.
Needless to say, it would be a

saving over what it costs taxpayers
now to pay for bonuses meted out to
'stockholders' in the political industry.

We feel the time has come to take
these 'stocks' off the market.
Proposals to pay for election campaigns through government funding
are not new. The idea has been bandered about for some time and has
met the expected friction from
politicians.
Such a measure probably would
not eliminate these contributions,
but they would have a new name.
Bribery.
manner of speaking, socialize one of
our biggest ~ndustries . Not the auto
or oil or even the aircraft industry.
The industry (if one may call it
that) in question is politics. Perhaps
it has been noticed that political
campaigning is a year-round, every
year thing now.
No sooner is one bunch elected
than someone else announces a candidacy and the whole thing starts
anew. The direct effect on the GNP

:r "JuST ~OOND
OUT WHAT 'rbuR
S",Gt-J fYlt:ffiJ~t

To be sure there would be a good
bit of difficulty setting guidelines for
such a system. What is a bona fide
candidate? How much should each
candidate receive? How much more
would an election race cost in New
York than in Nevada? Should all
elections be covered, including local
ones?
Still, the problems hardly seem insurmountable. The amount of
money needed is nil compared to
government budget. The cost

,,,,

"No, I'm gonna wait for the movie"
It was a steamy August evening
on the west coast with fog and the
like, and the voice of the kid
hawking papers seemed omniscient.
Wailing the top stories, he was doing
well. The kid had been around and
suicide was selling papers tonight.
It seems this 19 year-old had
worked all summer and finally
raised out-of-state tuition. He wanted to go somewhere in Arizona and
after financing his mother's heart
condition by sweating out two jobs
he continued , undaunted, until he
could cover expected costs. Meeting
all requirements, he registered at
that school and proudly paid his
fees.
Eager to begin studies, he then
ventured to the college bookstore of
his choice (there were two) and anticipated the inky. smell of the new
textbooks he would soon own. He
did not linger.
Stunned by the outrageous prices
of required texts, he got in his car
and calmly drove into the darkness.
Shades of O'Henry! Is it true book
prices are America's number two
crippling disease? This happens not
just in California but in the United
States as well.

Students' purchasing power dims
slightly every day, but is nearly extinguished at the college BS. You
enter and the hive-like bustle of activity overwhelms you. Non and redvested worker bees eye your confusion and advance in aid ......
"Can I help you? 0 yeah, that
book is right over there. Here it is,
102-Introduction to Whistling--it's
the delux cloth-bound edition with a
four-color insert. $10.95. That's the
one."
Yessir, that's the one for me.
Now you won't find those cherubic
smiles after finals when you get a
five and some change for that used
book while your car idles away
miles-per-gallon. "Used" is determined by touch not time and armloads of books depreciate before
the change from your twenty winds
its way down that slide return. Must
you sell them? Can you afford not
to?
The cost of the printed word often
dwarfs the value of its
dissemination. Reproduction costs
have throughout the ages spurred
improvement. Evidence Gutenburg;
had contemporary methods of printing been economical, he might hav~
l

spent his spare hours inventing
bifocals or lightning.
But there are two sides to every
title page.
Suppose a bookstore needs to
realize 20 per cent profit to maintain
operation. This is average. This 20
per cent doesn't just happen. This
store says it loses six per cent on
every new text it sells. That's right,
loses. Compensation for this minus
is the 26 per cent mark-up on all
used books. And that only pays the
bills.
There is little consolation
knowing these stores are not getting
rich on summer wages.
Then there is the "We're not using
that one anymore" line. Next time
you hear this one don't leave the
store grumbling about the
manager's parentage. You're miles
from the problem. Somewhere there
is an author who is getting hungry.
He needs to sell something. Thus he
makes a few corrections and adds
enough info to the third edition to
shock instructors at the inadequacy
of the second edition and there you
have it. Literally.
Few things taste the way they
look. Books do. Even so, we still end
up
eating a few every semester.

Editor 's Note:
The

MURRAY

STATE

NEWS welcomes any letters,
articles, cartoons and pict u res from Univereity
students,
faculty
and
alumni.
Letters to the editor may
be no longer than 250 words,
typed and double-spaced.
Longer letters will not be
published without editing to
acceptable length unless
sufficient reason for exceptional length is justified
to the editors. Contributor's
name must be typed and the
letter signed or it will not be
published. Upon reasonable
request, names can be
withheld in publication.
The NEWS has the right to
change the letters to con·
form to its style, but in
editing, every effort will be
made to leave meaning and
content unaltered. We
reserve the right to reject
letters for reasons of libel or
taste.
Guest articles may be from
250 to 750 words and will
follow the same standards
as Letters to the Editor.
Camera buffs and cartoonists may also submit
work to the NEWS. All pictures must be clear, sharp
and printed in black and
white...Cartoons should be
aubmitted on heavy, white
paper.
Deadline is noon Monday
before Friday publication.

Paae I
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~i~~f~U ~r~fits~~~~~~~~~~

~t the T-R~~m ?

In today's letter to the editor, a
group of students who eat at the TRoom regularly makes ' some pretty
strong charges concerning the increased food prices there.
In investigating the complaint, the
NEWS found that the students are
definitely not being ripped-off by the
University or by food services coordinator Joe Dyer.
Anyone who buys groceries or eats
out very often knows that food
prices (especially meat) have been
increasing steadily since last summer or earlier. On top of this
wholesale food price increase, Dyer
says he often has trouble finding a
supplier regardless of the price. He
added that Suppll. er." are very
"
hesitant to sign a long-term contract
which further aggravates the
problem.
One key point which students may
not have noticed is the fact that sandwich prices were not increased.
This wal' not by chance. Dyer said
sandwich prices were not altered
bacause students buy more sandwiches than plate lunches. Thus, the
majority ofT-Room dinners ~tre getting sandwiches in January at last

'COULD l. AA\JE AN E~TRA PtNC.~
CF R:rrA~S,UM cARBONA-r£? ~'

A look at the Board
Special Writer

Dave Curtis, senior political
science major a.t Murray State
University, holds uot only the office
of Student Government president,
but is also the student representative on the MSU Board of
Regents.
The new president of Pi Kappa
Alpha social fraternity, was placed
on the Board in 1972. It was then be
ran for president of the Student
Government and was elected. By
Kentucky law he became a nonvoting member of the Board.
Soon after Curtis took the
position, which requires a 2.5 overall
average, ;,me background in campus affairs and higher education,
and junior status at the time of
taking office, voting privileges were
established.

tative," the 1970 Ballard Memorial
High School graduate said," entails
interacting with the Board." He also
went on to say it requires taking
responsibility. The student representative is the center for student involvement and campus affairs for
Murray students.
Some of the most interesting
things that have happened to Curtis
in his two years of holding the office
have been meeting the state
legislators, traveling to various conferences, serving on the screening
committee for the president and
helping rework the student government constitution.
Power of voting has given the
students a definite role in forming
policy for the University. A student
voice is necessary and beneficial, but
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Munay Stat. University
111

wu-

HoH

609 eo&-.. Statlen
Mvrray, ICy. 42071
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A check at two nearby restaurants
patronized by students revealed that
almost all their sandwiches cost
from 15 to 20 cents higher than the
T-Room's. And the T-Room's plate
lunches, despite the cost hike, are
still competitively priced.
There is also justification for the
new charge of three cents for each
packet of ketchup and crackers over
two. Dyer said the new fee was due
to waste and theft. He said the
ochool can no longer afford to have
this food thrown away or used to
stock someone's pantry.
It would seem that since
wholesale food prices are up, this
would have been reflected in increased meal ticket prices for the
spring. Amazingly, meal ticket fees
were the same a!< last fall.
In checking out the overpricing
complaint, the NEWS attempted to
be completely objective. Everything
considered, the facts show that
despite the prioe increase, the TRoom i~ still within reach of student
budgets and is cheaper than off.
campus dining.

This is the final article in the New~; series highlightiTil! the
Murray State University Board of Regents.

By JAYNE CLARK

S porll Rdu·~r _ ..• •.•.
AM!suout Spano Edltot ·~ .
Campwo w~ Et!.l!>r

fall's prices. Even people who aren't
binrfleaaktiotnh·.msi.nd.ed can see what a

_.:;..,.~ W a;v..,. ~peda l Wrtto "'

_:;..,.. Vied
Cl

· -:;;:---~~
•

.;:~neT,-y

""

..w-• -m..an

..

.......... ......

, •••.•lt·(t' \1nrdru~o•
~..\lfrt<d a • ... ..

~hril• ,Jone._ PAir""' 1\rod t.Y
.lanw n 1rk , R..nald nahlllft'n

Jnhn ~:ranh. llarbata Hr•ld..,, s......, l••wm. Kalhr)n Nor
l l>tn«lnn. "'""~ llal• u,,.. C'-"JX'. Karm Hant~t•n. Korvl II
Ku111. Ruban o,..n..rtv, !kbbll> ~

Keary Caiman <'•nonn,.,
llwl,bt Borum R<..U<.. per

1-u•e Ruckonahu•
Apnl Pi.-rtt•

should expect more than his one fair economics and working on another
vote or be treated as a unique or ·major in criminology, being on the
special pergon, only as an equal."
Board has been a lot of work,
Currently the lltudent-Board headache and pressure. He hat! had
relationship is growing and Curtis to give up working for extra income,
likes to think that representative on vacations, studies and classes.
the Board has been instrumental in
On the other hand becoming very
improving these relationships.
close to the Board members, gaining
friendships with a fine group of men
The Board me01bers, because they and growing in maturity are things
are not directly related to the Curtis said made it worth the time it
everyday campus, never really see took.
students. But one plus for the
Curtis, 21, is the son of Mr. and
Regents members is their alliance Mrs. James B. Curtis of LaCenter.
with students. Because several of the The member of Omicron Delta
members have children attending Kappa will be attending the UniverMurray, they have an ear to what sity of Kentucky Law School next
students are talking about and wan- fall. He is married to Nancy Holland
ting.
of Murray and has six brothers and
To Curtis, who is a lso minoring in sisters.

---Letter tO the editOr--Editor:
At the beginning of the new
semester it was immediately .
noticeable that a transformation of the food services
at Murray State had taken
place since the end of the fall
semester. Prices have been
aharply inflated and new
policies sureiy mistakenly
adopted. As the national government strives to enri the inflationarv trend, Murrav State
purposely (but surely ;ith no
malice)
institutes
new
measures that unfortunately increase the C'OSt of living for the
student.
We request an explanation
for these new priceg and
procedures, So it will he " per·
fectly clear," llll us cxamino a
few ·statistics whkh hear out
the unreasonable s piral of food
costs at the T-Room. A bowl of
chili and a small coke in
December, 1973 cost 50 cents
(including crackers). On Thursday, Jan. 3, 1974, the same

meal C08t 65 cents. On Wednesday, Jan. 9, that meal cost
75 cents (3 cents for each
package of crackers beyond
two). That is a 50 percent in·
crease over December, 1973.
Roast beef lasl semest.er was
priced at 65 cents. On Jan. 9 it
cost 80 cents. Prices have been
raised on many items 5-15
cents. Ketchup and mustard
and crackers which were
previously abundant are now
re~tricted to 2 per order with a
3 cents charge for each extra.
(Everyone knows that two tiny
pnt:kuges nf ketchup do not
cover frcnl'h fries). Jn addition
cukes (all sizes l have inC'reased
5 cents.
We the poor struggling patrons of the '1'-Hoom not only
request but demand, if not an
immediate roll back, at lea;;t an
adequate justification of the&·
seemingly outrageous and nneressary increases.
Danny M. Gilkey (ct a l)

P..e e

Speech and Hearing Center
to rue new heating method
in new three-story building
return air through the lighting
fixtures in wum weather,
taking heat out of room space
and
red ucing the airconditioning requirements.
The syatem, which engineers
call t he va riable air volume
system, representa a savinp of
about $1,700 a year on Murray
State's over all electric bill.
This is estimated to increase as
the cost of electricity rises over
the years.
The type of beating-c:oolint
system to be used in the speech
and hearing center can be
adapted to new buildinp a nd
to buildings being completely
renovated.
Dr. J oh n Bartholomy, chairman of the department of
special educatio n, said he
decided on hie recommendation
for the design before the energy
crisis became as critical as it is
tod ay, but stated that t he
d esigners ha d ta ken conser vation into consideration
from the start.
The design team of Gresham
&
Ke r r, John
Keeling
Associates, architects; BiagiHannan
&
Associates,
mechanical and electrica l
engineers; and Ted Billington,
structural engineer, was given a
design program written by BarThe energy crisis, inflation tholomv that restricted thEl type
and unemployment have all and l~ated of windows in orcontributed to a sharp rise in
the number of students seeking
financial ai\i.
The money crunch has not
caused a change in the type of
(Con t inued fr om P a1e 2)
students attending Murray
State University. The problem its own PREP course. Lane
of middle income families not said 11 total of about 1.600
being able to get money as soldiers are involved in the
easily as low income families current PREP cycle.
In order to dispel rumors,
has not appeared to be as much
a problem at MSU aR at other President Curris commented
that Lane's move was "not a
institutions.
According
to
.Johnny c~se of my being displeased
McDougal, director of financial with his work." On the conaid, the big change hero bali trary, he said there was a need
been in the number of students for a special type or leadership
requesting financial assistan· in this area and Lane was
tee. This increase has been due highly qualified. Lane said the
primarily to two problems: job seemed almost ''factory
made' ' for him.
unemployment and inflation.
Many families are ex periencing financial problems
as increasing numbers of companies cut back on their employees. High cO!\ts of consumer
items and fuels are also contributing to the money crisis.
The money shortage caused a
heavy demand on short term
loans for this semester. Some
students ran into temporary
problems when the short term
loans program here at Murray
ran out of money. The problem
was only temporary however,
accordi ng to McDougal.
Deposits have been made and
the program now has sufficient
funds.
McDougal further said that
Murray had a good year in
being able to help students as
the university was able to get
federal funds.
McDougal concluded that the
real impact of the money
crunch has not hit Murray and
will ~ot hit until fall.

By D EBBIE LEE
Special Writer
Murray State's $1.3 million
Speech
and
Hear ing
Rehabilitation
Center,
scheduled for completion in
December, is a step in the right
direction in solving the energy
crisis.
The 43,750 s quare foot,
three-atory building will use no
natural gas or fuel oil. Electricity will be used for heating,
but not in the normal way. The
heat from the required lighting
and the warmth radiated by
the occupants Will furnish moat
of the heat required for the
winter months.
No boiler or furnace will be
installed. Supplementary heat
will be provided by electric
duct-hea ters. The building will
have heat zones to conserve
electricity by cutting out rooms
that are unoccupied.
The lights will also play an
important role in cooling the
building. The system will

Inflation causes
student search
for financial aid

/
Flll8T, START WITH your laatnactor; thea, 10
to your 8dvlsor • do aot pua GO, do aot collect
• •· Ia fact, you may have to pay • • · RoaaJd
Cella. uala&aat de u of the School of Art. and

der to limit and control unwanted outside noises.
The build ing will have 16
windows and unusually heavy
insulation. The effect ie that little cold or heat will penetrate
the walls or roof of the brick
building.
T he building design was
developed because Bartholomy
wanted hearing tests conducted
underground, thus most of the
first floor is "buried." Hearing
therapy a lso will be done on
the underground floor.

Lane resigns...

The Craft House
Macrame • Needlepoint
Candle Supplies · Beads
Decoupage - Paper Tote's
Greek Letters - Crewel
YARNS
602 SOUTH 12TH STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
42071
PHONE (502) 763·9384

Dean Lane's Murray office
will be on the third floor of the
Administration Bldg. He said
he will spend most of his time
at Ft. Campbell, but will be in
Murray every Wednesday.
Previously dean of men,
director of r'nen's and married
housing, supervisor of men's
residence halls and house
director, Lane earned both the
BS and MA degrees in
education at Murray State. The
39-vear-old administrator has
al~ been a teacher at the
elementary level.

Scleacea, e:&plala a the leaplay drop-add
procedure to Gall Lyou. juaior recreation
~or

from MIU'I"ay.

The second floor will be
devoted to language and learning difficulties and the third
to a reading clinic. The foundation of the building will be
built strong enough to support
five stories, if in the future, two
additional floors need to be added.
Bartholomy says that the
new building will triple the
speech and hearing clinic's
capacity to provide services.
The clinic is now treating 90
speech and hearing defective
clients. The new building will
enable treatment of about 300
such people. The department
will also be able to accomodate
mor e speech and hearing
majors.
Another unique feature of

STUDENT

the center will be a videotaping
teach ing system that will
enable an instructor to show
his class, via a television
screen , an interview or a
therapy session that is occurring at that time in the
building. It will also be possible
for an instructor to "can a lecture" to be shown at a later
time.
A visual enunciator system
at the end of each hall will
show by number which facu lty
member has a telephone call
waiting. This eliminates the
noise of paging.
In addition, a visual fire-drill
warning system for the deaf
and the hard-of-hearing, as
well as an auditory fire-drill
warning system, will hi! installed.

.tnd FACULTY

CAMPUS SPECIAL
2 pc.

SUITS
Long and Short

COATS

Maxis, Fur Trims, Zip
Lining, Pleats, Extra

N9 Limits

SLACKS
TROUSERS
SKIRTS
No Limits

Bells. Pleats, Extra

SHIRTS 5 for $1.10
on hanger

0neHOUR

DRY ca..eaneRS
Central . Sboppin1 Center
Store Hours:
7:00 a .m.-6:00 p.m.

.Jaa. 18, 1174

Film festival slated by SG
Diacusaion of tentative plans compassing the position authoriaation of a subpoena.
opened the Student Govern- previously held by Norman
The student council voted to
ment meetin1 Wednesday Lane.
adctrea. a letter to tbe npneennight. Topics included tentative
Two billa were introduced tativea, aenaton, Lieutenant
concert dates, the Insight and diacuaeed. The Landlord- Governor and Governor of the
prolfam and the upcomin1 Teaant Act, outlinint landlord state of Kentucky ezpreuinl ita
Miae Murray State Pqeant, and tenant obliptiona, ia to support of the bill introduced
which has ite preliminaries remedy and1opi'8Vent retaliatory by Senatqr Pat McCuiston
Jan. 20, with a total of 48 Jirla conduct. No letrialation of this which names Murray State u
competiDB.
type on the boob in Kentucky, the site for the achool.
An Old Time Film Feetival ie with the uception of local orEndorsement of aU billa waa
scheduled for early April, dinancea, and it is now pen- qreed upon by the council,
featurinl such films u Charlie diD~.
particularly the two billa which
Chaplin, the Man Brothers
The Student Confidentiality would have an eft'ect on not
and aeveral others. aU of which Law providea that information only Murray State students,
would be free to the student could be releued only upon but the penonal n,hta of all
body. This ia acheduled, in ad- written permission or by students in the Commonwealth.
dition to the usual Friday night
movies which will be announced at a later date, for 7
p.m. in the University School
Auditorium.
A acreeni01 committee wu
Twenty-two year old Murray
The funeral eervicea were
appointed to aid in the selec- State student, Tua Hopson. held Tuesday, Jan. 8 in the
tion of a new Vice President of Jr., Rte.6, Murray, died Jan. 6 Chapel of the J .H. Churchill
Student Aft'ain, an office en- at 1:25 a.m. from injuries he Funeral Home.
received in a one car accident
on U.S. Highway 68, eeven
miles east of Paducah. A
paaeenger in the car, Benjamin
Drake HaU, Murray, received
only minor injuries.
Are you a backpacker, whiteAceordin1 to state police,
water canoer or river rafter? If Hopson's car went into a ditch,
A two-minute summary of
so, the current problem of over- overturned and struck a tree daily and weekend events ie
crowdin~t in the wilderness
now available through a camatump.
areas mav have raised some
Hopson was a 1970 Calloway pus telephone information serqut.>stions. 'Personal experiences, County High School graduate. vice recently installed in the
proble1D8 or solutions.
He was employed part time by public relatione office.
Dr. Mark Cunningham, Ted Billington, consultant
Information about activities
associate professor in the engineer.
of interest on the campus on a
psychology departmen~ at
Hopson is survived by his day-to-day basis or for a
Murray Rtate, is conduchng a parents, Mr. and Mrs. Tua weekend period can be obsurvev of these responses.
Hopson Sr., Rte. 6; his ,rand- tained in capsule form by
Questions, experiences and parents, Mrs. Millie Hopson,
dialing 762-6767.
suggestions to relieve some of Rte. 6 and Mrs. Lillian Leheay,
Events may be listed with the
these problems should be sent Indianapolis, Ind .; and a
information service by calling
to Dr. Cunningham in the brother Gill Hopson, Bir- Mrs. Faye Wells in the public
south wing of Wells Hall
relatione office at 762-2798.
mingham, Ala.

MSU student killed
in one-car accident

Professor plans
wildlife studies
for local areas

Telephone .,.,eem
for informotion
recently iutalled

·I WKMS 91.3 FM

2 p.m. Overaeaa Miaeion
6:30 p.m. This week in Latin
America
6 p.m. Optione: "Every Tenth
American" Mental llliHIIB and
Inatitutiona
7 p.m. From the Record
Library compiled by Devid
Elliott of Department of Muaic.

TODAY
1 p.m. Radio Finland
1:30 p.m. Apiculture USA
6 p.m. Optione: "Multi-State
Unit-Mercenaries, or Helpers
in Controllins Narcotics Traffic?'' Concerne an orpniaation
which rente undercover narcotics technicians to small town
police forces for $120 a day.

TUESDAY, JAN. JJ
12 p.-n. Here'• to Veterans

6 p.m. Firinc Line with
William F. Buc:kley: America's
top-rankiq muckrakint writer,
J-ica Mitlord for clieeueion
on "Penal Reform."
8 p.m. Murray Hicb Que
Paaa Hour
9 p.m . .Jau from Both Sidell

SATURDAY, JAN. 19
1 p.m. Metropolitan Opera

live from New York: Simon
:&cc:ne,ra, Verdi.
6:30 p.m. Men and Molec:ulea
6 p.m. Sensq the Newa
11 p.m. Wollman Jack

SUNDAY, JAN. JO

WEDNESDAY, JAN. U

10 a.m. Serenade in Blue
2:30 p.m. Concert of the
Week: Piano Concerto No. 2 in
B-Flat, Opus' 83 by Brabma,
Symphony No. 15 (piano: Emil
Gilela). Recorded duri01 the
1973 Helsinki Featival.
6 p.m. Broadway and Movie
Showcase
7 p.m. Eisenhower Symposium "LiviD~ with Cbanp,"
"Cautious Change" Mr. Kenneth Bouldin1, economist,
professor, Univeraity of
Colorado.

MONDAY,

J~.

12 p.m. National Preu Club
Luncheon: Anne Armatronc,
counaelor to President Nixon.
12:30 p.m. Powerline
1 p.m. Ropr Carroll
6 p.m. Options: "A Furthf!r
Look at the American
Presidency."
7 p.m. From the Record
Library: selections compiled by
Ray Benton, student of music.

THURSDAY, JAN. 24
12:15 p.m. United Nations
Perspective
12:30 p.m. Lawrence Welk
6 p.m. Canadian Short
Stories.
7 p.m. Murray City Council
Meeting live from City Hall.
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12:00 p.m. National Press

Club Luncheon: Dixy Lee Ray,
Atomic EnerBY Commission
Chairwoman.

DATE TYPE & RESEARCH SERVICES
2 Sylvan St. Rutherford, N,,J. Q7070
(.201) • 933·6117

Complete Edurational Research Services
Nation's Largest Catalog listings of Educational Reference
Materials (Mon.· Fri. 10;30· 6 Sat. 11·4)
Campus Jobs also available.

Make PAich TraiiMJ~tion
a Personal Mooll Greeting Carll.
The
Together
Collection
People's Bank

is
now offering checks
illustrating scenes of
young couples in
pastoral
settings,
along with a full
line of illustrated
and
personalized
checks offered by
People's
Bank
available with sixteen cover fabrics
ranging from colorful
denims
to
psychedelic vinyls.

0

!_E OPLE~.1B.ANK

~~~~~;::::

MURRAY {; KY.

rtllt~ ~:xtJ1l611DiilU1' lll\tlk.

I

Three Convenient Locations:
South Branch
12th & Story
Main Branch
500 Main

North Branch

12th & Chestnut

p. . . .

Ju. 11, 1174

For your information:

' Fraters' to sponsor weekend activities
PI KAPPA ALPHA
The brothers of Pi Kappa
Alpha will begin the semester
with a Pajama Dance tonight
at the Woodman of the World
from 9 until 1.

SIGMA PHI EPSILON
Tonight at 8 the brothers of
Sigma Phi Epsilon are having a
"Red Robin Speakeasy.'' Dress
will be roaring 20's style: coat
and tie for the men and short
dresses for the women, To gain
entrance, the correct tran-

alation of the Italian words
"Gamma Sino" muat be given.
The Red Robin will die
Friday night.

SIGMA NU
The brothers of Sigma Nu
along with dates and rushees
will take a trip to the
''Hourglass'' in Martin, Tenn.
tonight at 6:30p.m. Meet at the
house.
Tomorrow morning from 10
to 12 there will be a pancake
breakfast at the house for
brothers and rushees.

SIGMA CHI
Epsilon Tau chapter of
Sigma Chi initiated 12 new
members of the Alpha Epsilon
pledge class. are: Steve Clayton
Boaz, Robert Owen Morris,
Princeton; Robert Christopher
Carter, Sullivan, Ind.; George
Thoring Cummins, Frankfort;
Charles William Druin,
Shelbyville; Richard Dage Hatfield, Marion; Thomas Lloyd
Moore, Louisville: George Bennie Mouser, II, Dawson
Springs; Patrick Lee Murphy,
Chicago, Ill.; Glen Michael

Pace, Boeton, Ma88.; James
Humphrey Pasco, Murray;
Everett Clayton Wells, Jr.,
Hopkinsville.

Pubh<• ....1'\'ICII ODn<IUIICflMnll nf inlenol In
t t.. aompua and mmmunity •til be aroq>t.-1 lor
t he Flu M• rkot wotho"'t chorll' The NEWS
r'\'lieN"
the fl&hl th edlt nr omit a n)' Ill•
fo<tnalton, bUt even '"""' ••II be noado to pront
a ll ado uf int•noot to tho amp<to ood rom·
munlty,
Nu arl>trliAin• Olin he ••·•-.plod fur the Ft.a

Marktf (rum • ttpr~nfatrvtt uf any bu.t~~ineu

ln(nrll\lt.tinn~ •ndudtnc I'Mme, •ddr-. and
phune numt...r, oh•1Uid t... oubmitted ''" tho
Mundn b.lure tt.. Fridav IJ'Iblkotinn dale,
R•••m Ill , Wil01on Hall

LOST A FOUND
FOUNO : IUd knit hot at Hunarv Bear. Found
anar requeet, but can nnw be rlolmod .

FOUND : L&rp hoop •rrilll, found _ ,
Bclucatlon BldtJ. befON Chriotlnoa, a o-.1
Moton cu looy, and an ldaonllkation tont:.lolt
btoeriDc tba ~ion "Cubolta Awor;l," All
- ) ' be claimed II lho Cablpuo Lit. tholl in
ft.. Ill Wiloon Holl
LOST: Kappo O.lt.o lanliw in pia' lodtH
...,..m on Carr Heeltb Biela. II found, call 7fl7·
2M1.

PERSONAL

SERVICES RENDERED

GUITAR LESSO!>'S fM bocinne111 "' odvan..'Wd
pla,en. If JI'MI he•·• the doooire tn IMm hnw It•
play the pilar, call 753·2746 oftor .II p.m
~...blaniN.

POR SALE: fl.&nek pla)'Wr, ••rv theap Call
711.1-0948.
BEGINNING GUITAR LESSONS. Call 7&30828.

I HAVE MOVKD. Nnw nold&.. at 12011 Main
1.\3.11069. No oltocotao phone colt. JH-. C
Chopin

SIGMA PI

ALPHA TAU OMEGA

IFLEA MARKE!I

Alpha Epsilon pledges of
Alpha Tau Omega were
initiated Jan. 6. They are:
Denis
Quatermouse,
Charleston, Mo.; Kent Adama,
Keith Bohler, Bill Briggs,
Louisville; Steve Powless, Mike
CJ'eech. Evansville, Ind.;
Wes Page, Ralph Thacker,
John Laswell, Tim Redfern,
Owensboro; Pat Gossum.
Fulton; Ken Harrell, Murray;
Dave O'Daniel, Wickliffe; Dave
Moffitt, Mayfield;
Robby Ford, Marion; Mike
Herrmann, Rosiclare, Ill.; Ben
Howard, Benton: Pete Longton,
Paducah; and Paul Maver,
Frankfort.

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA

HI C.t. Happy 'W
CONRAr>, Thank ynu fnr .,...1')1h&nJ Loovo,
C'.athy.

TRRRIFIC 'T': A rreat rolnbn- end. Super 'N'.

and may tho

Lambda
their 3rd
Follies"
weekend.

Murray, was elected Ideal
Aeaoeiate for last semester, and
Mark Blankenship, Murray,
was ch08en as Ideal Active.

Chi Alpha held
annual "Fifties
dance this past
Scott Peterson,

The Nu pledge class of Sigma
Pi fraternity will sponsor a Keg
Party at 7 p.m. tomorrow for

fraternity brothers and invited
guests.

ALPHA EPSILON PI
Marilyn Mitchell won the
$100 raffle Monday.

MSU JAYCEES
The Murray State University
Jaycees will hold a party
tonight at 7 p.m. in Meeting
Rooms 3 and 4 of the Student
Union .Bldg. All members are
invited and are asked to bring
guesta.
The chapter will hold a membership and orientation
meeting at ita next regular
meeting on Jan. 23 at 6:30 p.m.
All studenta and faculty between the ages of 18 and 36 are
invited to attend.

ltad1e lhaeK- - - SAVE ON 4-CHANNEL STEREO NOW

LOST; A -ior Mu. .y Hllh ScMol cluo riDe
Ia tba vfcinkv o( tba Carr H•lth 814 Hao lho
ialdolo, WOF i...w. tba rlilc- It fCIIUIIOI. call TN-

APPRECIATE THE SAVINGS WHILE

8131.

YOU ENJOY THE SOUND OF THIS

CAMPUS
INFORMATION

REALISTIC 4-CHANNEL SYSTEM

FOR A lwf>omioute. ....,.,rdod oummary of tho
ovonta to kina pia.,. on the MuTTa} '!tate campua
Nch day and WHkond caii7R2-tl167. Tn LIST
an ovent thruu1h thia Mf\'1.._, call thl Off..-. of
Publoc R.lati<>lll, 762·27118.

Reg

9?7

WANTE D

FOR SALE
t'OR !oiAI,F. A'-nlutolv MW teMI• raclteto:
Wilonn T·20110, lit: Wlhonn T .lJOOO. 1241 and
head, 127. Call Mike at 7117.243tloftH4:311 p.m.
un wef'kda¥14.
FOR SALF.; St-. appllen....,., ou-. Cheap. Call
7.Hfi.,70

UNCOMMON 4-CHANNEL MUSIC CENTER

POrt S M.F.. Sllchllr uood t!l.ope.d , C'UOI UO
,...., .. lltntt for S.'\11. Call '767-412211

FROM COMMON SENSE REALISTIC

....... .. ,,. c...........

79995

Another Realrslrc 0 ftrsl
lhe OTA-790 AM FM
4-channel t stereo reccover wtth wtreless remote conlrol
PLUS slePk !'tlylong and every conlrol and lealure
tmagonable' Qpllmus·2 acousuc-suspenston bookshelf
speakers delrver superior bass and lreble response
LAB-128 automat•c slereo changer features custom base
.and counrerwetghled arm lor·precose tracktng
and there s
only one place you can fond th1s system
RADIO SHACK'

WANT F.!> Old Kentucky li<'*n.. pl•tOf lur •
o•llodloon Coli 7&~·21147 ond aok fnr Marvin.

FOit SAl. F.: Hoortnonun thin dotlble <111·•-.Y
tleouil' ilo ptd IIUit.r I play orpn "" what
ly biu.....rodable. non•
fallonintt and on oarrll~nl "'ndili<HI for a 211·
yoor..,ld IIU•t.or. For Mil nr will trade Ph.,.,.

7~

R··~l

Sf'll

IIPm!. Pro::o•
28990

n~.nm .

fOR SAl.I':: Glhowm ele<:tnc pilar 1\aA IIMCI up
ito ollnlted time
in biY liko. Nn 1 - r
lun<thmal In m~. but lo in tnlnt cnndition and
wnuld mab """'"''"" o nlC11 thtntt. Nlc. thilll"

,..,loci

are elpeMive •nd PI'• lA lhiA nne. $~25 includinJ
lln...d, hardwfM-d ca,... Phnne: 7,.:J..,I):J07

fOR SAL F. : Shure Vocal Ma.tor puhlt<• add.-.
oyo.tom, to mnnot.o nld , Fonder !Iuper Rovorb
amJl . 1 vto•,_ ••let, llttun! mit·ruphmw, 10 mf•n&htt
nld, Gohow•n ~~~~ I!Uitar, :1 Yea"' •tid All equip""'"' l•••k• and .,.,nd• Ilk• now, MUt<t ..11 . Will
t.oko """' uf!"' nn oil lte11111. Call 7~.1-274ft onor
,\ p.m

Versaltle system •ncludes 4-channel stereo recetver
4 speaker systems and 2 4 channel 8-lrack player
F~atures tnclude tuntng meter tnputs tor pt.ono
1nputs and outputs tor taptng 8·1rack player features
automaltc 2 and 4·channel sensong so lhere s no need
to sw1tch 12·1444 14-1901

ISAVE 21.071

FOH SAJ.t:: l.lvw ll·tra<·k t • .,.. ullleatl... lAd
Z•J1plin, Whn, ol< R.,.•nnahlo prkeo. All tapoto
.,. J•••d ~uolitv. Call 75:1.27411 al'ler ~ p.m

SHOP OUR COMPLETE LINE OF
MOUN TS AND ACCESSORIES
FOR CAR TAPE PLAYERS

FOR SAt.~:· t'uli·l•nrth ntv) t>iaokon loathu
mot wuh r...t I rom, oliO' 42. ( ' all Chuck, 7&3·n7M
or '7112; 2!•4 1

CAR STEREO
SPEAKER SYSTEMS

..OR l'IAI.ft. I!IIIH l!tolto "" 2·dunr ( or, ostra
dun Gall 76:1.0100 aft.or .11:'1'1 p.m wewltda,.

FOK SAt.t:· Unfinloohod 11!1 ••I. ••~tden t..me"'-

U > ~.rn Half l,.r,.1.., tl$ t'll<'h Fo..w..d nr
,otalnod, $1 1J ealro C'.all Jerry Pa~neat 711'1-61Ri
trr1lis.A ...~.

•·ott RAI.:t:. 11172 Hnnda <~ R.aso. H<oollent <liD·
di•lnn, 1...... than !I,Ofllt mil ... ,.,. ,. t...lm•l>o and
iocltJ<It,d, n ••i ('all 76'7-'ll!''i

........ ... (HY< r

f OK SAI.F: Vacuum d oaner, ttn t.Aoll 7G7~777

People
start pollution.

People
can stop it.

AUTO PLAYER WITH
4-CHANNEL SYNTHESIZE R
R<!allst•c
8-trac:..
player aCIO'>
4·channol 10 y(tur Ju!"
nru~rtarnmP.r'il 12-20:?d

4-cHANNEL
TAPE CARTRIDG ES
Deluxe .mo srandat tl surf.ac£1 or
flush moun1 spe.11\er sy sWm<
i2·184 1 lhnr 12 lfi44

Radio Shack

North 12th E xtension 753-7100

Lead•ng artosls pertorm•ng
vattous h•ts
5 1-5078
thr u 5082

~
..

........ _

,...., .__
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' Yellow Brick Road' IS
wizard' s latest magic
By STEVE W. GIVENS
Special Revie wer

On the cover of "Goodbye
Yellow Brick Road," a tall
figure is depicted stepping from
the street into a cracked poster
on a city wall. Escaping from
the pollution and strife of the
metropolis, t here is the
traditional winding road that
leads into an orange sunset.
Although the title of the
double cut suggests that the
Wizard of Oz lurks somewhere
behind the horizon ....or the
listener will encounter the
voices of a Cowardly Lion or
weeping Tin Man somewhere
along the way.
In reality, however, the only
wizard around is the creator of
the sounds, Elton John, who
fmally came out with the longawaited special cut. It is
sprinkled with the typical fantasies that makes one forget his
cares and never think about
returning to Kansas farmlands
(remember J udv?).
Several pre~ous searchers
have only found one or two of
t he total eighteen songs on the
cuts that were " worth fooling
with on t he basis of Elton's
true t~lents." Tho8e reviewers
can stick their pointed bats
somewhere a nd fly into the eye
of a twister.
Admittedly, there are many
tunes in the park that one must
sincerely listen to in urder to
grasp, but then again there art!
some that are easily understood. An)way if you want
something smooth .... try the
Raspberries because Elton
John never claimed to be a
bubble gum blower.
The fir~t tune is the longest
one of both cuts and starts off
•like a dark night either near
the Arctic Circle or in London
on a rainy S unday. Room temperatures undoubtedly lower
ten degre~s all a wolf howls, a
clock's chi mes crack t he
stillness, and a bitter wind fi lls
the air.
"The roses in the window
box have tilted to one side,
everything about this house
was born to grow an.d die. ...
love lies bleeding in my han.ds. .
• .like aU the burning f&oops of
fire that you and I passed
th rough.... "
It is unnoticeable on the
record but ''Love Lies
Bleeding," starts as the last
chilling notes end. The wor ds
above tell about a relationship
between two p«?ople that was
mortally wounded by an affair.
One of the finest musical
tributes to the dead can be
heard in ''Candle in the Wind,"
that relates the often·pitifullife
of the late sex·goddess Marilyn
Monroe and how she is last
remembered by Americ~.
" Goodbye N o rma J ean
though I net-•er knew you at all,
you had the grace to hold your·
self together whi le t h ose
around you crawled. . . . you
lived your life like a candle in
the wind. • • • loneliness was
tough, the toughest role you
ever played. • . . Hollywood
created a superstar. ... goodbye. ... from the young man. in
the 22nd row. . .
The title tune "Goodbye
Yellow Brick Road;" which has
since become a hit as a single,
explains how a backwoods boy
becomes disenchanted with city

.----
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Record Review

life and desperately wants to
return to his' plough.
" You know you can 't hold
me forever, I didn't sYfn. up
with you, I'm not a present for
your friend& to open . . . . so
goodbye yellow brick road
where the dogs of society howl,
you can. 't plant me in your penthouse. . . I've finally tkcided
my future lies beyond tM
yellow briclc road... "
"I've Seen That Movie Too,"
takes a satirical look at the way
people often act in order to
save a relationship from
destruction...even to the point
of being obvious. It's a sad,
almost classical sounding
tune...
" Baby you're crazy if you
thinA you can fool me, beCOU8e
I've seen that movie too ... the
one wMre tM ployerB ~ actil16 surpmed «Jyilf6love'• jUIIt
a four letter word..~•o keep
your auditions.... /'m not the
blueprint for all your B films ... "
In the opener on the second
record, "Sweet Painted Lady,"
lead.& three songs that tend to
show the eviltl (Helen Reddy,
forbid) of women upo n
society...at least those who
provide the pleasures of the
evening.
" ...Lady," tells of sailors
returning from a long sail.. ..
"Opportuntty awaits me like
a rat in a drain, u•e're all hunting honey with money to
burn ...you won't need a !(utter
to sleep in tonight the priceMI
charge her e will see you
alright...oh, sweet painted lady
seems it always been the same,
!(etting paid fo r getting laid... "
"All the Girls Love Alire,"
talks about a confused sixteenyear-old who feels neglected in
life ...
" Tender young A lice they
say, come over and see me
today ...if I giue you my number
will you prom ise to call me,
wai t 'til my hus band 's
away ... what do you expect from
a chick who'R j ust sixteen ...she
couldn't get it on with the
boys....and hey, hey, hey, you
know what I mean. ... "
An entire era of American

history is translated in "The
Ballad of Danny Bailey 190934," that follows the shortened
ca reer of a folk-type hero of
crime.
''Some punA with a shotgun
killed you"'f Dan.ny Bailey in
cold blood in the lobby of a
downtown motel...and the har·
uett
is
in
Dillinger's
dead... we're runnin.f 1hort of
heroes bocA up in the hills
without Danny....so mark IUs
groue well 'cCWBe KentucAy
loved him... born and roieed
proper.... "
"Saturday Night' s Alright
For Fighting," appears on the
flip side of the second cut and
ill a re-releue of a previous hit
for Elton....
" My old man~ drunker than
a barrell full of monlleys, and
my old lody don't care...wanna
get a belly full of beer...get a little action in... I TIUJY use a little
muscle to see what I need...l'm
a juvenile product of the
worlci."'f cla&1 who~ bat friend
{loots in the bottom of a
g/CJ8s ... "
" Roy R ogers, " takes a
boyish, nostalgic look at one of
America's best loved chara cters

Carper will teach
beginners in judo
and women 's class
Heginners in j ud o t his
semester will fi nd Chris Carper,
a
biology m ajor
fr om
Washington D.C., as their instructor. Chris, a first degree
bwwn belt and a thirteen yea r
veteran of the sport, replaces
Bill Falls, a Murray State
graduate.
The Judo Club will 11ponsor a
special women's claS!I to be
held Tuesday nights in which
self.defense techniques will be
taught.
New senior classes will begin
J an. 30 at 7:30 p.m. in Carr
Health Bldg. For more information contact Chris Carper
at i67-2739 or Tommy Burr is
at 767-2040.

----'
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of Saturday morning television
and the movie screens.
"Returni"'f to our eiluer
IICre~m. comic boolt cluuocterB
neuer grow old... the great
sequin cowboy who si"'l' of the
plotns of roundup& and rustle,..
tum on the t.u. shut out the
lights... Roy Ro,erB is riding
tonight ...close eyes an.d thinle
clear, I can. hear hoofbeats
ahead...Roy and Trigger haue
just hit the hilltop ...

"Goodbye Yellow Brick
Road," is much more than a
nine dollar price tag.. .it's an experience through a sampling of
life, undoubtedly, that covers
something that you or I have
lived or at least thought about.
Elton has definitely reached
the magical Land of Oz with
this one... pick it up, spin it and
shut your eyes...you won' t be
sorry.

Winter
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Protect your life-

Strange Fruit

join the reserves

By JOHN ERARDI

Just as I discovered over
break that New Year's Eve is a
holiday when the amateur
drinkers go out tippin' and the
veterans stay at home sippin',
I've likewise learned again that
the bleachers in the MSU
Fieldhouse are no place for the
weak-of-heart during a basketball game.
Ever notice you never see a
white-collar fan in the
bleachers when the Racers take
the floor? Of course not.
They're all in the reserved
seats, that's why. l don't blame
them. There are some strange
creatures inhabiting the
bleachers.

I know. I sit there. And not
just be<:ause that's the only
place I'm allowed with my blue
student ticketbook. It so happens I like it. up there.
Ten years from now, if I ever
get back to see an OVC game,
I'll sit there too, unlike most of
the over-30 set that frequents
the field house now. But I admit, my wife will get a reserved
ticket, so named not because its
holder is guaranteed a hardbacked wooden chair, but
rather be<:ause it distinguishes
the type of fan one feels safe to
sit with--the reserved.
I have no reservations about
this elite clientele. They're just
trying to protect their loved

ones from us weird-oh's in the
bleachers.

Take for instance last week's
wild clash with Eastern Kentucky, in which we dropped a
two-point cliff-hanger in overtime. The floor show as almost
as wild as some of the
exhibitions where I was. I
should have worn my football
helmet.
Things started off quietly. I
took a chick, because, unlike
football, there aren't a lot of
blitzes, red dogs and trap
blocks to explain. Just put the
round ball in the hole--either
one--and the little woman is
happy. I was happy for a while.
Then I sat down.
Great seats, right at midcourt, but the company made
the city zoo look like Sunday
School. I mean, the freaks were
out in force, man. In retrospect,
I couldn't have got a better
show if I stayed home and watched the circus, or paid a visit
to the local funny farm.
'?S~~

eoo!!'!
~
t7'

The collegian to my left had
some kind of problem with his
cup of coke. He couldn't get the
ice out,. and every time the
referee made a call against
Mur ray, he beat it over my

head. It freed the ice and my
brains. His foul shots were
definitely more fun for nearby
fans to watch than any on the
court below.
I swear the lady behind me
saw a Tarzan movie immediately before attending this
spectacle. The yell waR the
same, only the jungle had
changed. Every time Mike
Coleman dropped in a hookshot, I caught the full effect
from this Jane in my right ear.
Were there any rhinos or hippos in Murray, our fair city
would have been leveled.

The older fellow in front of
me must have played for MSU
back in '48. Everytime Mar·
celous Starks went up for a
defensive rebound, this guy
threw some elbows to help him
out. Eastern should have bad it
so tough. Once, when things
really got physical underneath,
I got the wind knocked out of
me and ate my popcorn, including the cardboard box, all
at the same time.
These three clowns I could
tolerate. But the beating my
right arm took there was no excuse for. Every time either
team scored two, I got the clen·
ched five from my babe. I
should have been happy with
taking her to football games. At
least there, she didn't know

what the hell was going on.
I think I'll get myself a
wooden chair for the next
game, and leave her to fight it

out with the ice, the elbows,
and Tarzan of the Apes. I'm
going to do what I said I'd
never do-join the reserves.

ENGAGEMENTS

t. utdll

..J HHbh, lftlJiltill<tViltt~, lu Dn11 Tharpe

!Alpha l'llt Allthol. Ma~foold ,

Sh•rry Ne.. man (Alpha Gamma O.lla), Gr.•n·
ville. to Ru... Wil•""· Poplar Alurr, Mu.
Caralvn Hurley 1.\lph. Gammo O.hat. lklltoo.
11> O.,niA Oweru 1.\lplla Tau O=,a ), llontun.
Waria O..ty ISij(ma Alpba lntal, S.nt•>n. 111
Allen &;dol IAiph• Tau OmOfU, Hondoraon
rat Ntnnin••r tSlJIOI Alpha 1<>1&1. U•UO.vtlle.
tu Jr"' Whelan !Phi Mu Alpha), llrandonhur1.
Q.,.ann Kohner, Tulodu, Ohio, tn Frank Plat•k
I Alpha Tau Om-.al, t:d«owmwl
Pippa Downina IS(«ma Alplla Iota I, l.nuil\'illo,
In Owi,tlt 1\oruiJI, Hnpki-illo

Nancy Ruth Walther, Curydun, tu Wa>·orly W,
Willtenon, Hondoronn.
.S.IIy ,J.,.n Nemor Poducah, to Fl<Wd Cl~rk
'1\......lor, Marino.
·

MARRIAGES
N•nn Ju Unle IAlr•ha Clooum• O.haJ,
Eldurado, Ill, tot l.arrli K•ll•li IL•mbdo Chi
Alphol, F.lwuud. lnd ,
So"o Cartor IAI(lh• Comma !)oltal. ,Arlio•stoo.
tu
Franklin CAipha 'fau OmP•• 1.
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You Are Welcolile Whe
You Worship With Us
University
Church of Christ
1~

Sunday

North 15th Street

9:30 a.m. Bible Study
10:30 a.m. Worship .
7:00 p.m. Worship

Wednesday

7:00 p.m. Bible Study

Wallace's way of saying thank you
for our great semester opening.
All shirts ·1·a" off
All imprinting l off
All .albums $1 off Wallace's regular price

Wallace's Bookstore
Across from the MSU library
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Girls, know your basketball terms

Thirteen tips to impress your man
By LINDA MURPHY
Feature Editor

The spring semester is
usually an important and ex·
citing one for students at
Murray. The reason being-·
basketball. It means a lot to
the guys, many make a special
effort not to miss seeing or at
least hearing the games. The
girls with "basketball-loving"
boyfriends have probably heard
thia statement, "Whatever you
do, don't take any Monday
night cla88e8.' " The girls that
aren't "apoken for" probably
know that with every basketball game comes a poesible
date.

A rou1h 1ame

tied (deadlocked, knotted, 5050) overtime goes into effect.
This ia five minutes.
4. Another type of defense
known as zone is when a player
covers the man with the ball
when he moves into hia area of
the floor. Unlike the man-toman defense, where one man
follows another all over the
floor in an attempt to block a
shot of the opposition or cause
a floor error, the zone defender
stays in hia own area and
rarely moves.

5. If you hear the announcer aay the team ia in a
losing skid, it is one of many
expressions that indicates a
team baa lost at least two
games, but UBually ia used only
when three or more have been
lost. A losing skid or slump or
losing skein is never applied for
only a single loea.

Up to thia point, the situation
ia really nice. But what about
after you get to the game? No
doubt, some girls sit restless in
the stands, watching a group of
6. Getting some basketball
guys run up and down the
shots down; there is the jumcourt. Every once in awhile you
per. This ia a type ofshot where
can pick up what the ana player dribbles. jumps up in
nouncer is saying and figure
out why the guy behind you is
the air and releases the ball
either yeahing or booing. A • before coming down to the
quick glance at the scoreboard
floor.
ia a little less complicated, and
you know we're winning, you
7. The set shot is a type of
should be excited, but your
shot where a player ia UBually
back ia killing you from sitting
in the open, takes hia time and
releases the ball without
in the stands, and you really
can't wait until it ia over. ·
presaure from the opposition.
If the aboe

nu...

Of course there are probably
a lot of girls who are just as enthusiastic about the sport as
their boyfriends, either because
of them, or out of their own
personal experience. But, for
tboee of you who find younelf
having to go with your
boyfriend to every game, and
find that hard to bear; for thoee
who go on a date and find it
bard to make an impreuion;
there ia something you can do.
You can learn some easy
basketball terms, a few shota, a
couple of plays and you can yell
out there with the beat of them.
Girls, you can yell with your
''basketball-loving" boyfriend
and you can really impreae
your date, if that's the cue.

Ba1ketball jaraon
I have compiled here some
well-used basketball jargon
(with the help of our sports
editor) and since there ia more
than a week until the next
game, one could easily master
them.
1. If you see a player
moving fast down a wide-open
court and score all alone before
the defensive team members
can get there, that is known as
a snowbird or a "gimmie.''
2. When you notice that the
defensive team is staying close
to the ball as the offensive
team advances downcourt, it is
a particular type of defense
known as a preAS. Its purpose is
to get the opposing team to
make a floor mistake.
3. Whenever the regulation
time (two twenty-minute
halves) expires and the score is

Shalimar
Holland Drugs

TAKE ME OUT to &he ballrame Ia a common
chant at Murray durtnr the sprint semester
with Racer basketball. Loyal Racer fans pack
the aport. arena at moat home ramea. They
cheer the team on, whether wlnnin1 or loainf.

a lay-up is scored amidst a
group of players after a missed
ahot. Sometimes though, it can
be the result of a steal, where
one player takes the ball away
from another opposing team
member.
9. Bucket ia a noun used to
identify a goal scored. Also in
wide uae are: a basket, a
marker, a tally and a two·
pointer.

H). There
is
a
very
deeirable aituation where a
player attempte to ecore a
buket, ie fouled in the act of

8. A lay-up ia where the
player goes up on the back·
board and shovee the ball off of
it into the goal (if the player ia
tall enoush or jumpa hip
enough, be can lay the ball
directly into the aoal). Usually

abooting and receives a free
throw for lrla efrorta. Thia ia
lmown aa a three-point-play. If
the basket waa aood. it is up to
the official to determine if the
player involved was fou led
prior to releuing the ball or af.
terwards. Usually, if the player
ia fouled before the ball ia
releaaed, he ia aiven two free

It you sometimes feel you don't alwaya know

why we are winnlnr or loalnr, perhaps
bruahin1 up on some common basketball
J&rJ'On would help.

throws instead of one and the
bucket does not count.
However, the authority rests
with the official nearest the
play.
11. If a player mishandles
the basketball while movina
downcourt it is known as a
double-dribble. That ia, when
the player halts his dribble and
re-starta.

12. If a player places the
ball in contact with the palm of
hia hand inatead of hia finger·
tips it is known as palming.
13. A technical fou l is
aometimee an emotional foul
call made by an official on a
..Player who baa elthibited un-

_
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sportsmanlike conduct-toward
the official, another player or
anyone else in the IYID· A foul
such as this ia frequently called
on a coach for arguing with the
official, being on the playing
floor or violating the official's
repeated warnings about
something. Standard operation
for a technical foul is that a
member of the opposing team
shoots a free ahot (or two,
depending on the infraction)
and then the aame team gets
poe~e~aion of the ball. Any
foula on individual players are
abot after the technical. Three
technical foula bar any coach
from being inaide the buildin&
of moat IYJU. Once qain. it
depends on the individual
situation and official.
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" Director Don Siegel •• •tops
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Richard Walker lives, teaches
'Word' to Brazilians, students
in response to God's Grace.
Yes, to ALL people."
This evE'nt is only a minute
1 was immediately put to part of the rewards and
ease by lhat warm, friendly blessings received in ManauR,
grin. Brother Richard E . Brazil. Brother Walker, upon
Walker, pastor of First Bapti..<rt arriving there on Aug. 29, 1965,
Church in Murray, who was almost immediately became
also an instructor of a Biblical pastor of Segunda l grija
Literature class at MSU last Batista de Manaus, a church
semester, greeted me with a nearly 45 years old with only
"Come in, come in!'' and of- 45 members. However, in 1967,
fered me a chair.
Neatly dre.c;!led in suit and this same church constructed a
tie, he blended nicely with the new sanctuary.
organized appearance of his
Preached alo ng Ama zo n
study. This refle<:ts the type of
man he is. His life is patternedThe mode of transportation
high school, army, college and in Brazil is by wa ter. This
marriage-much the same as any missionary traveled nearly 500
other man. However, he has miles up the Amazon River
many unique experiences that preaching to the people.
make quite an interesting ~>tory.
In reference to the length of
his sermons there, Brother
Walker said, " When I think aU
Missionary to Br azil
has been said that can be said
at one time and feel that the
Brother Walker, along with Holy Spirit is leading, I ask
his wife, Bea, and their two who wants to trust Ch rist. In
sons, served as mi.~ionaries to the interior where services are
Manaus, a state two and one- quite informal, people will
half times as big as Texas, in stand to t heir feet and say
Brazil from 1964 to 1972. aloud, 'I accept Christ as my
During the first three years of Savior now!' What a joy to
his missionary, this minister behold!"
preached approximately 402
In summarizing his mission
sermons, witnessed to 625 to Brazil, this bright-eyed man
people who accepted Christ and humbly said, ''God was just
baptized 56 converts. Brother using me as an instrument
Walker explained the Brazilian during that time."
people to me.
Writer
By DEBBIE WEST
Special Writer

God'• grace r ea ches
"Brazi l
is
listed
as
predominantly Catholic, but for
lhe most part, the people are
without any real faith . The
Brazilians are very civilized
people-not the jungle type.
They understand what you are
telling them and are very
responsive to the Gospel.
"God's Grace reaches to all
people. Sunday, Aug. 14, 1966,
there sat by my side leading
the singing one of our most
dedicated members, Moa cyr
Alves. He is well respected,
educated, influential in governmental and social affairs and
financially secure. That same
day a begger, dirty, hard of
hearing and most likely hungry
man, sat listening to the same
message of God's Grace. He
was to my left and somewhat
behind me and consequently, I
was not watching him during
the invita tion. A few minutes
later, I heard the tapping of a
cane on the floor and looked
around as be lifted up his hand

DON'F
WASTE

GAS

WALK
'•

Fuel lor
tbOUibt

Richard Walker not only
possesses
the
title
of
missionary, but also one as a
writer. He bas written articles
and newsletters on his
Brazilian mission that have
been published in t he Florida
Baptist Witness (Florida's
State paper, February, 1966),
The Baptist World (official
magazine of the Bapt ist World
Alliance, February, 1966) and
in The Commission (a
S out he rn Baptist Fo r eign
Mission J ourna l, February,
1972).
He also has written a rticles
in Portugese, a language which
he and his wife stud ied for
almoet a year in Brazil. Two of
these a rticles appeared in The
Luminar, a religious magazine
in M anaus, a nd 0 Batista
Amaenazonico, the officia l
Baptist paper of the Amazonas

Baptists. Together with his
wife, Bea, they produced an article and it appeared in the
July issue, 1967, of Ambassador Life.
Still an ordinary man

This preacher was born in
Southern Texas and reared in
the Ozark Mountains in Arkansas with 11 brothers and
sisters. He attended the SChool
of Ozarks, then a high school.
now a college, in Missouri
because t.be nearest school was
seven miles and there were no
buses. All students attend ing
this school were required to
work one-half of the day. He attend ed Ouach ita Ba ptist
College in Arkansas. After his
fl18t semester he joined the
army which was during the
time of the Korean war.
Th e Lord called

Brother
Rich a rd
Walker

uefio, t~ett, to all peopleJ ebervftt~ere and
make t~em mv d5dpltt: baptize fltem itt
t~e name of t~t ~aflter and of t~e ,.on

and of t~e ~olv ~p irit , and feat~ tqem

"I felt the Lord calling me to
preach when I was 12. I became
sure of my calling when I was
in the a rmy. The thing that
convinced me was the great
needs in the men's lives."
He returned to college and
married Beatrice Rod gers, who
was then a nurse at the in·
firmary. He pastored his first
church in 1955 for 18 months
and then entered the seminary
at Southwestern Baptist in
For th Worth, Texas.
What now?
Brother Walker, now 41,
"finds
the
work
very
gratifying" at First Baptist
Church. He likes teaching at
the University, too.
"Oh, I get a lot out of it. I
discipline myaelf and also have
an oppor tunity to have contact
with students. I r eally like
that!"
When asked if he would live
in Murray permanently, he
grinned, "If the Lord lea ds me
to stay here, I' ll be here the
rest of my life."

to ohev ebelllt~ing ~ qaue commanded
vou. ~nd remember! ~ &till he fttit~ vou
alfttavs, to t~e end of t~e age."
----- Jllatt~eftt - 28

Kiddie Kollege
Day Nursery
has openings for children
ages 1-5-

753-8552
400 North 8th Street

Being a misaionary, writer,
teacher and preacher, Brother
Wa lker is definitely a man of
many faces. However, he not
only preaches how to live, but
he lives as he preaches.

M.S.U. FACULTY

What do you know about
TAX SHELTERED

ANNUITIES?
THE CHRISTIAN BOOK CENTER

If you would like Information
on fixed or variable annuities,
contact

I M SIMON & CO.
members New York Stock Exchange

Steve Yarbrough
Bob Moyer
Agents
Life I nsurance Co. of North America

8 08 CHESTNUT ST REE T
PHONE !502 7!53 .0 4 2!5
M URRAY, KENTUCKY

Top T en NATIONAL RELIGIOUS
BESTS ELLERS in :
Books, Records, 8-tracks, and Cassettes

Chris tian Witne ss Items
Bibles of all kinds including t he Ne w
Am e ri can Standar d (5 styles and colors)
Also the Jerus ale m Bible
Open:

753-8611

106 N. 4th

42071

Mon. - Thur. 9:00 - 6:00

Fri. 9:00 - 9:00

Sat. 9:00 - 5 :00

Jan.
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Sparks to lead drive
for handicapped ca:mp

Annual festival
to be presented
in SUB ballroom
The Murray State University
foreign language department
will present ita annual Mardi
Gras Festival in the Ballroom
of the Student Union Bldg.
!~gt_etime in February

Dr. Harry M. Sparks, former
president of Murray State
University, is heading a fund
drive to complete a resident
camp for handicapped Ken tuckians. The $300,000 fund
drive is sponsored by the Kentucky Easter Seal Society for
Crippled Children and Adults.
To
be
locllted
near
McDaniels, Camp Green Shores
is on 400-acres of land adjacent
ot Rough River Lake. Through
a bequest from Preston and
Willis Green, the camp site was
a gift to the society and will be
named in memory of the two
brothers.
According to Dr. Sparks, the
development of the new camp
was necessitated by the oversubscription and lack of
facilities to serve all those
desiring camping opportunities
at Camp Kysoc, located at
Carrollton.

The festivlll is a scholarship
fund
ratswg
campaign
produced and performed by the
students and faculty of the
foreign language department.
The program will consist of a
dance band and two floor
shows pertaining to foreign
languages. Plans are in complete, but the floor shows
are tentatively scheduled to include native songs and dances
of several foreign countries
Professor Elizabeth Newnam of
the music department will
assist in the production.

WORK.MEN RECENTLY took advanta1e of the wet urtb to

Special refreshments in- regrade the parkin1 lot for Rerentt and White Halla. The lot waa
previou11ly full o( potbole1.
cluding crepes, beignets, and
tortillas will be sold.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - -

Murray State speech division
will host high school works~op
The speech dtvJston at
Murray State University will
sponsor the ninth annual High
School Oratory and Interpretation
Workshop
tomorrow at Faculty Hall from
8 a .m . to 3:30 p.m. according to
Dr. Jerry Mayes, workshop
director.
"Approximately 200 high

schools from the five-state area
have been invited to attend the
workshop and to my know ledge
it's the largest ever to be held
at Murray," Dr. Mayes said.
Studenta will compete in
oratory and interpretation with
awards being presented in both
the junior and senior high
divisions.

Brochures to help students
completed by libmry staff
Dr. Edwin C. Strohecker,
chairman of the department of
library science , announced
today that the University

Three per cent
fewer students
make deans list
A drop in the percentage of
students making 3.3 or better
was shown by the fall semester
deans list. Out of an enrollment
of 7,239, only 1,062 students or
one out of every !Ieven students
(14.6 percent) made a 3.3 or
above on their last semester's
grades. This is a drop of about
three per cent from the
previo.u s seme~ter, when one
out of five made the list.
Four-point averages were obtained by 193 students or 2.6
per cent of the total student
body.

1&74

Library has recently completed
a set of informational
brochurPR designed to help
Library facilities.
These brochures, now
available in the reference room
and in the various departmental libraries are brief, factual aids to research and to
general use of the Library.
The brochures, a culmination
of the efforts of most of the
Library staff, according to Dr.
Strohecker,
include
information on general research,
schedules of the main Library
and departmental libraries and
the various kinds of information and materials to be
found in each. Circulation
procedures, Library policies
and other useful information
can also be found in these
brochures. Specific locations of
materials in the Library must
still be obtained from the card
catalog.

According to Dr. Mayes, the
workshop has a three-fold purpose. Not only will it acquaint
students with Murray State
and develope their skills in the
area of oral interpretation and
platform speaking, but it will
also familiarize high school
teachers with the National
Forensic
League,
an
organization composed of
debaters from various high
schools. Dr. Gifford Blyton,
state director of Kentucky
Hi.J h School Speech and
Language will be meeting with
the teachers for this purpose.
Anyone needing additional
information concerning the
workshop may call Dr. Mayes
at 762-4462.

Dr. Sparks has announced
two division leaders for the
drive and will name more in
the future. Named were: Smith
D. Broadbend, Jr., Cadiz, chairman of the business and corporate divison and . 0 . L .
McElroy, Eminence, chairman
of the organizations and clubs
division.
Plans call for several
facilities among which will be:
heated swimming pool, health
center, administration building,
dining hall, lodge and camper
cabin villages designed to serve
18 campers each. Trails will be
hard-surfaced and will be
marked with braille markers to
enable the sight-impaired to
utilize the facilities with
greater confidence.

"Kentuckians have the opportunity to provide these
facilities to assure every handicapped child or adult his
chance in a genuine camping
experience," Sparks said.
He added that he is confident.
public response will make this
drive a success.

5 SA B members
to attend session
in Houston, Tex.
The Murray State Student
Activities Board bas selected
John M . Yates, Dean of Men;
Ruth Baxter, president of SAB;
Lou Turley, Virginia Beach,
Va.; Scott Jones, Washington.
Ind.; and Rodger Watson,
Louisville to attend the
National Entertainment Conference held on Feb. 26 in
Houston.
The 74 convention has been
structured to give equal emphasis to the following: Art and
Exhibits, Classical Music and
Dance, Contemporary Music,
Film, Lectures, Minority, Outdoor Rcreation, Research Services, Theater, Travel, TwoYear Institutions and Video.
The convention will provide
an exceptional opportunity for
college programmers to meet
tand deal with firms in all
areas of the entertainment industry. Delegates will have an
opportunity to view performances of approximately 33
college attractions and some 22
hours of film screening.

****** ***

: Bonne Bell
-tl
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Olen Bryant's sculpture displayed
A sculpture exhibit by Olen

Bryant is being displayed in the
lobby of the Murray State
University Library throughout
the month of .January, according to Associate Director
Ann Herron.
The wooden and clay exhibit,
on display until Feb. 14, con-

tains more than 50 pieces. The
wood carvings, some three feet
long, are made of native woods:
wild cherry, poplar, black
walnut and sycamore.
Some of the wooden sculpture has a cherubim-type image
similar to those found on old
tombstones. Among the clay

Industrial ed advisory council
established; meets bi-annually

~.-;la'-'!'l'::'.lllo•.._ ..:'1~'~!1!

WHAT GOES UP ...Iooner or later mu1t come down, aa 11 the caae
with the old Tralninr School located on 16th St. The demolition ia
nearing completion while acro11 the atreet workmen are beginning conltl'uctlon of the new Speech and Hearln( Complex.

Cultural Media Center offers
foreign culture information
According to Paul Ross,
assistant director of Trio, three
man tutoring service, the
Cultural Media Center is still
in the building stage and
anyone who would like to help
is welcome to see him in his office in the basement of Wrather
Hall.
The Cultural Media Center,
which is part of the Trio
Program, has information pertaining to the different cultures

which are represented on this
campus.
This information is in the
form of tapes, ftlms, records
and special interest collections.
The center, which works closely
with Walter Bumphus, director
of Minority and Foreign
Student Affairs, also offers
special activities such as: Black
Arts Festival, Foreign Film
Festival, and the International
Student Dinner.

An advisory council to the
Murray State industrial
education department has been
established, according to C.
Dale Lemons, department.
·
chairman.
Plant managers from various
industries, school superintendents and a student
Tepresentative from the industrial education department
met for an orientation meeting
on Tuesday, Jan. 15.
The purpose of the 10 member advisory council is to study
existing industrial education
programs and offer suggestions
for improvements. The council
elected Dr. Lemons to serve as
chairman. It was also decided
that members of the counci1
would serve three year terms.
The advisory council will
meet twice a year, tenatively
scheduled for mid-fall and midspring. The next meeting will
be held in late March. Making
up the council are:
David Dickson, manager of
the Murray Operation of The
Tappan Co.; Morris Henderson, personnel supervisor,
South Central Bell, Owensboro; Clyde Hopkins, superintendent, Union Carbide Corp.,
Paducah; Royal Kain, plant
manager, Fisher-Price Co.,
Murray.
Neil Kaufman, Lesco Corp.,
S4lphur, Ky.; Bill Kre511enberg,
executive secretary, All8odation
of General Contractors.

Paducah; Or. A. F. Rosenberg,
director of physical sciences
laboratory, General Electric
Co., Louisville.
Don Tharpe, a senior industrial education major at the
University from Mayfield: John
Warren, production department manager, York Division
of the Borg-Warner Corp.,
Madisonville; and Dr. David
Whitehead, superintendent of
the Paducah Independent
Schools.

pieces are a group of small
angels. Bryant, an associate
professor of art at Austin Peay
State University in Clarksville,
graduated from Mltrray State
in 1951. After !!erving two years
in the Army Medical Corps, the
Lebanon, Tenn. native did
graduate work and received the
master of fine arts degree from
the Cranbrook Academy of Art
in Bloomfield, Hills, Mich.
Upon receiving his master's,
Bryant taught art in the
Cleveland, Ohio school system
for five years and at Union
University, Jackson, Tenn. for
three. He has been at Austin
Peay since 196-4.
In the past he has had
exhibits in the Tennessee Fine
Arts Center in Nashville, the
Hunter Gallery in Chattanooga
and the Evam;ville Museum.
Library hours are from 8 a.m.
to 11 p.m. Monday through
Thursday, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. on •
Friday and Saturday, and 2 to
11 p.m. on Sunday.

RESEARCH
thousands of topics
S2.75 per page
Nation's most extensive library of research material

SEND FOR YOUR UP-TO-DATE,
144-PAGE, MAIL-ORDER
CATALOG. ENCLOSE $1.00
TO COVER POSTAGE

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
11941 Wilshire Blvd., Suite #2
Los Angeles, Calif. 90025
(213) 477-8474 or 477-5493
Our research material Is sold for research assistance onlynot as a finished product for academic credit

THE ARMY HAS THE LARGEST,
MOST COMPREHENSIVE HEALTH
CARE SYSTEM IN THE COUNTRY•

......................................_

•••
•••
•••

...

ARMY HEALTH CARE IS 3 MILLION PATIENTS, MEN WOME
--~--.

AND CHILDREN.

ARMY HEALTH CARE IS 72 HOSPITALS IN 26 STATES,
9 FOREIGN COUNTRIES AND 4 CONTINENTS. ARMY HEALTH CARE MEANS
SOPHISTIC A TED NURSING IN A VAST NUMBERR OF SPECIAL TIES.
ARMY HEALTH CARE IS 30 DAYS PAID VACATION EVERY YEAR,
GOOD PAY AND BENEFITS THAT ADD UP TO VERY GOOD MONEY.
IN THE ARMY YOU'RE NEEDED AS A NURSE AND NOTHING LESS.

The }~n:ny Nurse Corps.
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Mobley: Married housing full,
number living in dorms down
Robert Mobley, director of
housing a t Murray State, announced that there a re approximately 1,000 men a nd
1,400 women living in residence
ha lls this semester. This a drop
o f about 200 from last
semester. However, a ccording
to Mobley, more students are
enrolled in school in the fall
than spring and the residence
halls would naturally reflect
this trend.
Mobley also 'said that over
800 private rooms are being
rented. He is expecting this
number to go up as the
semester continues because of
a cademic and personality
problems. Any student wishing
to rent a private room should
contact hia dorm director as
there are a few available spaces
in some dorms.
According
to
Mobley,
married student housing is full.
He said, "Five Orchard Heights
houses are being renovated, but
as soon as they are finished
they will be rented." ·
Students who want a
telephone STAN number for
long diatance calla should pick
up applications in the Housing
Office at Hart Hall. Thoee wanting cableviaion should contact
Murray Cableviaion.
.
Mobley went on to say tha t
the student personnel, WSGA,
a nd MIDC are working on
guideline~~ for open hou ~~es. " We
a re well along into it, but not
far enough to say it's done. The
policy l'i hould go into effect this
spring. It could be a matter of 8
few days to a f'w weeks.''
Concerning
women's

ho u rs

residence

Mobley said they will remain
midnight on weekdays and 2
a.m. weekends. He added that
if every girl on campus had her
parents s ign a permission form
every dorm could be self.
regulated. " As it is, about 20
girls in every dorm (other than

I

Re1ents) have parental consent
but don't want to move from
their present residence."

Placement

WEDNESDAY, JAN. 23

THURSDAY, JAN. 24

Tennessee Eastman Com Kent Country Board o f
pany, Kingspor t, Tenn .: Education, Chestertown, Md.:
Chemists (prefer ACS certified s econdary a nd eleme nta ry
BS/MS
Chemists)
a nd teachers.
secretaries.

Concerning the cost of living
in a residence hall, Mobley said
he cons idered the rates good for
excellent facilities.

Health building's gym floors are refinished m:er holidays
By RICK ORR
Reporter

The two basketball courts
contained by Carr Health
Bldg. received their annual
sanding the rebuff"ang over
Chriatmas break. The job is
done every year at thia time by
University personnel.
Carr Health Bldg. was
built in 1937 and "as named
after Murray State Teachers
Schools' first president, J . W.
Carr. It was built not as just a
basketball arena but u an
educational complex, according
to Dr. Chad Stewart, chairman
of the department of health,

physical
educa t ion
and
recreation. Dr. Carr strongly insisted that the building be built
not as a basketball palace but
as a facility to meet the needs
of the school and it' s students.
The building cost $240,000
and houeed three gyms, a awimming pool, men and womens
locker rooms, four cla88 rooms,
office8, a boxing arena and
hand ball and raquetball
courts. It was at one time the
most far advanced physical
education and recreation center
of the South and education
people from all over the area
vieited it, according to Stewart.
The buildings' main gym ia
now used for indoor practice by

the baseball, football, track,
tennis and varsity basketball
teams as well as for intramurala and recreation purposes. The permanent seating
for the gym bas been ripped out
and now houses a weight room,
drivers' education class and
human physiology lab.
The gym upstairs ia now the
gymnastics r oom and the
boxing arena is now used for
judo and karate cl8.88e8.
Past improvements in the
building include new

Dinner honoring Curris planned
The Murray State University
Alumni Association is sponsoring a get-together on Jan.
26, in honor of Dr. Constantine
Curris, president of MSU.
The banquet will take place
at Braeburn Village Club

House, 8210 E . 21st Street, Indianapolis, Ind., from 4 to 6
p.m.
Alumni who wish to attend
are asked to make reservations
in advance. The cost of t he
event will be S2.50.

Students who wish to
apply for a position on the
Student Activities Board

Student Government oftice.
Applications muet be
turned in by Friday 25
when three pe rsone will
be chosen.

and lighting in the halls a nd
mercury vapor lighting in the
womens' gym. Stewart aaid
that long range improvements
include remodeling the girla'
lockerroom, reworking the han·
dball and raquetball courta,
and repainting both gyma, as
soon as the budget allows.
"Carr Health Bldg. was
at one time the physical
education and recreation center
of the South and "e still have a
better set up than some people,
aaid Dr. Ste"art.

Don't mess it up yourself
Get It done right
Call a professional electronics
repairman
I

\It/;;/.

~~

Call Lewis Peters
at

753-3684

ChUCk'S

MUSiC Center
hal~ls~.,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
7 Days a Week
8 a.m. til 12 p.m.
for

shou ld pick up an ap·
plicatlon today in the

BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER
Prices Good thru Tue.
W e reserve the r ight to limit
Prices Good Jan. 16th thru 22th.

LYNN GROVE
GRADE A LARGE

EGGS

79¢

Doz.

GOLDEN GRAIN

MACARONI and CHEESE

DINNERS
S

7 oz. Boxes

I

BIG

R.C.COLAS
4 32 oz. Bot. 49¢
TREASURE
CHEST
ThisWeekWin

TISSUE
Roll
89¢
2 4 Pkgs.

END CUT

PORK CHOPS
lb.
58¢

$200.00

FROSTY ACRES

COTTONELLE

FRYERS
lb.
3 5¢

Limit 4 with $7.50 Add. Purchase
Excluding Tobacco and Dairy Products

$1.00

ORANGE JUICE
12 oz. Ca r1
37¢

U S INSPECTED
Cut Up Family Pack

LAST WEEK'S WINNER
Hazel Berkley
CARD NOT PUNCHED

LIQUID

VEL
22 oz. Bot.
39¢

ARMOUR TESTENDER
END CUT

SIRLOIN STEAK
lb.

$1.28

HUNTER'S FULLY COOKED
SHANK PORTION

HAM
lb.

88¢
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Suzanne Kain struck by car,
removed from intensive care

Plans underway
for 37th annual
'Ca1npus Lights'
The traditional February
musical "Campus .L ights," a
student production at Murray
State University, is beginning
to take shape. This will be the
37th annual production of
"Camputl Lights."
Preparation!! for the production during the fall Hl·m~:st.er included Uw writing of the script 1
musical arrangements, cu:;t
tryouts and the sclcdinn of the
staff and special units.
The 1974 version of "Campus
LighL:l" includes about 150
students, most of whom returned to campus early from the
Christmas holiday break to
begin building sets, learning
music and spot rehearsing.
Ed Coller, a senior from
Lorain, Ohio, is the director of
the ~;how, and Bruce Boone, a
junior from Henderson, is the
assistant director.
At this point of production,
Coller has expressed Ratisfaction with the show's progress.
He said he is hopeful this years
show will outdo all past performances and at the same
time give the audience "an op·
portunity for an evening of funWHEN THE RAIN S COME, as t h ey ha ve th is sem este.-, stuae......s
filled musical entertainment."
find themBelves gingerly p icking their way across the SOllY cam·
Focusing on the joys and
p us and talking about their love for Muddy State. This
problems of typical family life.
waterlogged coed Is Don na Geurin, a fresh man physical
the script, according to Coller,
education m ajor from Booneville, Ind. Sh e I• 1973 Homecomina
matches the seasoned veterans
queen and a p ledge of Alpha Ga mma Df'lta.
(the parenta) with the tenderfeet (the newlyweds), with a ment at Murray State Univer- formances will be in Lovett
devilish uncle in on the act.
sitv.
'
Auditorium Feb. 21-23. Curtain
From script to showtime
·
time will ~ 8:15 p.m.
lncluded in this years show is
All tickets are reserved and
"Campus Lights" ia solely a
chorus, a stage band,
student production. Each year aa singing
dancing chorus and the according to Farrell will go on
the show is sponsored by local
sale Jan. 28 in the Student
Murray
men's quartet, along
chapters of two professional with individual
cast members. Union Bldg.. at the music
fraternities--Sigma Alpha Iota
department on the second floor
and Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia,
Widely known across the of the Fine Arts Bldg., or at the
with proceeds going to a music country as one of the best door before each performance.
:;cholarship fund. The faculty shows of its type on a college 1'ickett1 are $2. each or $1.75 for
adviser is Richard W. Farrell, campus, "Campus Lights" was school groups wishing to purchairman of the music depart- first held in 1938. Per· chase 20 or more tickets.

VP search
(Continued C.-om Page 2)

the position, but with the title
of dean rather than vicepresident.
During Christmas break,
Dean Lane resigned from the
student affairs job and accepted a position as director of
the University's PREP program
at Eagle University at Ft. Crop-

Breeding school
held at pavillion
by area farm er s
A three day artificial insemination school was held by
the agriculture department
Jan. 15-17 according to Dr. Jim
Martin, associate profes.c;or of
agriculture. Spommred by the
Curtiss Breeding Service of
Cary, Ill. and the MSU
agriculture •department, the
program consisted of slide
presentations and demonstrations at University Farm.
Approximately a dozen
agriculture students and dairy
farmers in the Murray area
paid the $100 fee and attended
the school.
Dr. Martin said the purpose
of the school wa~ to introduce
dairy men to a means of
producing s uperior animals
which will increase the output
of dairy nnd beef cnttle, thereby
lowering milk and hcef prices.

a········ a
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Suzanne Kain, a freshman
from Midway, is listed in fair
condition after being struck by
a car last Thursday morning
while walking from the Palace
to Springer Hall. She has been
moved from the intensive care
unit to a hospital room.
According to iuvestigating of·
ficers of the Murray Police
Department the driver of the
car, Robert B. Rudolph, Jr.,
Fulton, a freshman at Murra..·
State, said that he did not se~
Miss Kain walking on the road.
A special education major,
Miss Kain is a graduate of
Lexingt{)n Catholic High
School, Lexington.
Her parenL.:;, Mr. and Mrs.
Jack A. Kain, have been with

her in Murray since the date of
the accident. Her father a partner in a Frankfort automobile
dealership, exnr ..~ed satisfaction with her recovery.
,Jeanie Veach, freshman from
Gilberts. .-ille, who was walking
with Miss Kain, said it was
raining and very dark. Miss
Knin was wearing a dark skiin!f
jacket. with yellow trim.
Pasflengers of the <·ar ~ere
Steve Darnell, Cadiz and Keith
Bohler of Louisville. Sitting in
the back seat of the car, Darnell said that he never saw the
two girls.
The Murray Police Department did not file any charges
ngainst the driver of the car,

...Where
nothklg can
.,.,...bly
go wor
11
0

Late Show TONITE & SAT. 11:40 p.m.
"ORGY, AMERICAN STYLE"

®

18 or over only

•

bell. This leaves only John
Yates, dean of men, and Lillian
Tate, dean of women, in the
student affairs office. Dean
Tate resigned effective July 1
last semester.
Curri.s said he will let the
new vice-president decide
whether or not the position of
dean of student development
will be reestablished. He said

he will al~o let the new VP
decide what to do about a new
dean of women.
He said several present MSU
administrators have expressed
interest in applying for the
position. "If all other factors
were equal, I would favor
choosing a Murray administrator rather than an outsider," Curris said.

00«»

WARNERBROS. Panavision€1· Technicoloit·

·-- Starts Fri. Jan. 25 --"****

(HIGHEST RATING)
GUARANTEED TO PLEASE NEARLY EVERYONE.
BY ALL MEANS GO AND SEE IT!" - Kathleen carrou

New York Dally New$

'7f I be lifted up on the earth I'll draw
all men unto me." John 12:32

MURRAY CHRIST'IAN FELLOWSHIP
Renewal

In Christ Week
Februarv 4-8.

6:30 a.m. Morning devotions
7:00 p.m. Services

Hap Session 8:30 p.m.

"Student Nurses"~
"Night Call Nurses"
-Sun. Only ..........,

Murray State New•
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Racers blitz Eagles in

eaker

By STEVE W. GIVENS
Sporta Editor

"I told the kids at the half, you know, that we were going to come back in
the ballgame if you want to come back ....we just didn't go to war in the first
half....when you're playing against teams with superior talent, you have got
to go to war ....make them make mistakes.... and you've got to fire up."
Things seldom looked darker for the home five: down at one time by a
whopping 17 points, having their own fans litter the court with bad official's
call and boo them after floor mistakes, and being on the verge of losing their
second-straight contest, which would all but eliminate t hem in the league
race.
And then....Murray State took Coach Cal Luther's advice .... and went to
war.
But when the final whistle had blown, the desperate Racer troops had
rallied for a last-ditch 74-72 stunning victory over shell-shocked Morehead
State and some 6,000 screaming hawks.
It was two familar faces that
went to work to shoot down the
Eagles' lofty flight, one who
did most of his deeds after the
other one fouled out of the contest with eight minutes to go.
Senior super forward, Mike
''Chug" Coleman, who bombed
the nets at a red-hot 61 per cent
clip for 34 big points, departed
the action via the foul route.
But then, 6-8 senior center
Marcelous Starks came alive to
tally nine of his 13 points after
"Chug" retired.
Incidentally, MSU only
scored 13 markers during that
stretch.
Everything was knotted up
then three different times, at
65, 67, and 69 before Starks
connected on a five-foot putback of a missed basket with
2:31 remaining.
Morehead's substitute freRh·
man center, Ted Hundley, then
went to the line to hit the first
half of a one-plus situation
from a foul whistled on Racer
guard Grover Woolard. Hun ·
dlev's second shot bounced out,
but the Eagles wound up with a
score on senior forward
Leonard
(do-everything)
Coulter's lay-up with 1:29 left
in the contest.
MSU fans angry
Trailing then by a single
point, 72-71, MSU went ahead
for keeps with 11 seconds
showing. Starks, who earlier
had received the loudest of the
crowd's verbal attack, responded to the situation with a
dramatic rebound. He fired the
ball to Henry Kinsey, who
made his way downcourt and
then passed off to Starks again.
The big center fought his way
to the bucket, made the shot,
and was fouled.
Ahead by a single marker, he
connected on the free throw,
which only iced the stunning
victory.
Back in the early stages of
the contest, when the MSU fans
actually booed their own cage
five, the Racers managed to
take a 10-7 advantage after
substitute center T . C. Jamison
canned
a
lay-up,
and
sophomore forward .Jesae
Williams found the range on a
15-foot jumper. Coleman then
fired a long-ranged strike that
ripped the net and the Eagles
wanted time with 15:09 left in
the first half
Everything fell apart for the
hosts after that as the Eagle11
sacked 13 points to Murray't~
single tip·in by Coleman with
exactly twelve minutes to go in
the half. Senior forward
Eugene Lyons, the second
leading Morehead scorer in the
clash, took charge of the
Eagles' attack as he made
three lay-ups.

Clock has problems ·

as the Racer crowd became
deafening.
It was 22-12 with 10:13 left
Adell capped the long drive
on the Fieldhouse clock, which for MSU when he laid in a laysuffered mechanical problems up following a court-long pass
throughout the latter portion of from Coleman to deadlock the
the game.
game for the first of six final
And if it were not for half ties.
Coleman, Murray State would
• Coulter hits lay-up
have never been within striking
Coulter, who !~ads the
distance later in the contest.
"Chug" had 18 of the Racers Eagles in seasonal scoring with
32 markers at the half mark, a sparkling 25.1 average, then
having made nine of 15 shots. brought his 11quad back to
Three minutes into the final another tie at 61-all on a lay-up
period, Murray trailed 53-36 of his own.
And then ... minutes later
and the floor began to be bombarded with ice, cups, and Murray State finished their
other assorted missles. Coach wartime games with their
Cal Luther was asked by the of- spine-tingling win!
Murray connected on 33 of
ficials to urge the crowd to
refrain from this type of action. 68 ~>hots from the floor for a
"They'U call the game if we 48.5 percentage while the
have another •outburst ... " , Eaglell found the distance on 29
of 59 shots for a 49 per cent
Luther said.
figure.
Coleman gets 4th
The Racers pulled down 39
rebounds
to Morehead's 32, as
The reason for the fans'
earlier protests was Coleman Coleman and Starks each conwas whistled for his fourth per- tributed 11 each.
Coleman was the leading
sonal when he had established
point
producer with his 34
defensive position against a
markers and Coulter of
driving lay-up.
Minutes later the noise level Morehead finished behind his
in the Fieldhouse increased at efforts with 22 points. Williams
least 10 times when the Racers contributed 15 markers, many
of which were vital to the evenstarted to rally.
Coleman and Williams each tual victory drive, while Starks
hit on lay-upe on sucessive trips ended with 13 big points, the
downcourt to pull MSU within majority which came after
12, 55-43.... but then everything Coleman fouled out.
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Mark Hultman joins
Sun-Democrat staff
A holiday shift of plans has
resulted in familiar faces
moving to new positions within
the MSU NEWS Sports Department.
Mark Hultman, sports editor
from August to December,
1973, has accepted a full -time
position with the Paducah
Sun-Democrat newspaper as a
sports writer and is already employed in that city.
Hultman, a !W-year· old
Reidland native, bundled the
technical production of the
weekly sports 11ection and
covered a variety of Racer sporting events.
He wrote the "Fire and Fall
Back" column and was feature
editor last year. He transfered
to MSU from Paducah Communitv College.

~

Photo courtesy or LEDGER &
SWEEPING THE LANE, Mike "Chug" Coleman goes up for two of
hi• 34 pointa talll t>d against visitin& Morehead State last Monday
night. The Racers rallied fr om 17 polnta down to a cr ucial 74·72
conference squeaker and stayed In aecond place In tbe learue
title chase.
•

Dr. Robert McGaughey,
NEWS faculty adviser, announced lhat Stt•vc W. Givens,
current assistant sport.s editor,
has been promotf'd to fill the
vacated staff position.
Givens,
a
19-year-old
Mayfield s ophomore, has
covered MSU sports for the
past two years, serves as a parttime special · writer and
reviewer and is currently em·
ployed with the Murray
Ledger & Ti mel'! lUI a sports
writer and photographer.
Appoint~d ns assistant sports
editor was Steve Vied, a 20year-old Benton native, who
served as special writer and
will continue to report front
page news.
Both Givens and Vied are
journalism majors.

I

Coleman, Murray State Univer·
d'bl
· ·
f orst"ty' s mere
I e 6 . 6 JUntor
ward, still managed to score
almost half his team's points as
the Racers squeaked out a 7270 decision over Morehead to
even their Ohio Valley Conference slate at 1-1.
It was Coleman who kept
Morehead from literally running away with the game midway in the first half, as he
scored eight straight points in a
four-minute stretch.
It was Coleman who scored
eight. of the final Racer 10
points in the first half to keep
them within 13.
It was Coleman who scorec
the firsl two points of lht
second half.
And Yt!S, once again it was
Coleman who brought Murray
from a sa-36 deficit to a 61 -59
lead, its first lead since the
opening minutes of the first
half. During thi~o~ eight minute
span, the Racers outscored
Morehead 25-6 with the Gary,
Ind. native getting 14 of the 25.
A minute later he fouled out
with almost eight minutes to
go, but not before getting 34
points on 16 of 26 from the

field, a blistering .616 per cent.
If it hadn't been for him get·
ting in foul trouble, he 00
doubt would have stood a good
chance of breaking Herb
McPherson's single game
scoring record of 44 points.
Coleman, who had almost
100 offers before coming to
Murray, no doubt has a style
different from anyone that has
ever put on a Racer uniform.
While fans talk about the unorthodox shot!! he takes, the AllOVCer had this to say. "I
realize that some people think I
take crazy shol~ and that it's
luck when one goes in. Listen,
I've been shooting those kind of
shots too long to know that it's
not luck, although I'll agree
that it looks like I've not got
control of the ball."
The 225-pounder scored at a
17. 4 dip last seBRon and his
freshman year, while playing
for the baby Racers, he
averaged 32 points per game. H
was during that season that he
scored 47 in one game.
And hopefully it will be
Coleman's action that will help
Murray win the OVC championship.
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72-· 70 in overtime

Colonels stun Racers
By STEVE VIED
Aut. SportJ Editor

Eastern Kentucky University:s Colonels stormed into
Murray country last Saturday
night and stunned the Racers
with a 72-70 overtime defeat in
their home conference opener.
Led by high-scoring sophomore
guard Carl Brown, Eastern
came off a seven-game losing
streak.
The OVC victory was sweet
for new EKU head coach Bob
Mulcahy but bitter beginninp
for veteran Murray cage coach
Cal Luther. Murray sported a
6-5 slate after the loss.
Cold shooting Murray State
fell behind 11-3 in the early
moments of the game and
trailed by · as much as 10
several times as they just
couldn't find the ran~re.
8,800 view game

Sophomore forward Jesse
Williams hustled for important
baskets to temporarily stem the
tide which almost allowed
Eastern to blow Murray out of
it's own gym before the 6,800
spectators who made up the
largest crowd at the Fieldhouse
this season. His vital goals
while MSU trailed at 17-9 and
then at 23-15 kept his team in
contention during the first half.
Brown only had six points
midway through the first half,
but hit for three quick baskets
and with 3:02 left in the action
the Colonels led by 11, 37-26.
Before the half ended Barrett
hit his only attempt and
Wollard brought the Racers to
within nine, 39-30 as the buzzer
sounded.

Switching to a 1-3-1 zone
defense Murray's 6-8 post man
Marcelous Starks started the
comeback with a layup. Mike
Coleman added a layup and
forward Jesse Williams hit for
two with high arching ten
footer. Speedy Darnell Adell
made a steal and scored a
driving layup to cut the margin
to t wo points at 48-46.

Barrett. Brown then popped in
two swishers to make it 70-66.
Starks canned a layup and
Adell hit a 15 foot shot to knot
the score.
The last shot was hit by
Eastern's Jimmy Segar and the
clock ran out with Coleman
and Kinsey scrapping for the
ball under the Murray goal.

Freshman Larry Blackford
and 6-8 Howard Brown then
scored two consecutive baskets.
Following this Murray ripped
off eight points while holding
Eastern scoreless and held the
lead for the firat time since the
openings seconds on a Starks
lay in with 11:27 remaining.
The big center hit a three point
play following the foul call,
with the score tied at 64 all a
last second shot by Eastern
missed everything sending the
contest into overtime.

Eastern ended the game connecting on 35 of 68 from the
field for a 51.4 percentage
mark.. MSU hit 30 out of 59 for
a good 50.8 per cent clip.
Murray made 10 of 12 from the
line while the Colonels bit two
of only six attempts.
Brown was the games
leading scorer with 11 of 21
shots for 23 points as Coleman
scored 16 to lead the Racers.
Right behind him Williams ad· ded 15 and so did Starks.
Woolard had ten and Adell
contributed eight to the toeing
Those last five minutes of action saw Murray gain the first effort.
point on freshman guard
30·34-6-70
Grover Woolard's layup with MSU
39-25-8-72
an assist from senior Steve EKU

Cagers to battle Bucs
for second OVC win

Photo by Steve W. Givena
ONE-HANDED BOMB is being relnsed by .Murray's 6-6
sophomore forward. Jesse Williams, who t'onnected to pull the
Raceu within a point of Eastern Kentucky. 56-65, during last
Saturday night's conteqt.1'he Colonel& finally notched a 72-70 upt~et overtime win.

When Murray invade11 Johnson City, Tennessee tomorrow
night new coach Leroy Fisher
will present six returning lettermen and an impressive list
of junior college transfers and
freshmen to fill the varsity
roster.

Kenny Reynolds, from
Chipola Junior · College in
Florida is the leading st·orer for
the BuCI:I at close to the 16
point per-game mark. Behind
him freshman guard Charlie
Stuart is hitting for a 9.6
average.

The Bucs lost tbe1r opener to
tough Virginia Commonwealth quintet in December have since built a seven
game record of 2-5.

The Racers heal the Bucs
twice last vear but the team is
coming ofr'of an upset win over
OVC rival West~rn Kentucky
last week and promised to give
Murray some real competition.

a

f<'ollowing halftime those two
same guards sparked Murray to
within five very early by
Heading the list of returnees
11coring two quick layups. This
was the closet MSU had been for lhe Buccaneers are Henry
since a 3-3 deadlock at the start White, a 6-2 guard who led the
team in scoring with a I 9.1
of the game.
average
last year, and Ron MitEastern's Brown and teammate Segar, EKU's second chell, who averaged 15 points
highest scorer for the game and 9 rebounds. Jerry Wilkerwent to work again. A jumper son, Nat Major. Horace Mingo
by Starks recorded the score and Rich Holbrook all started
at one time or another last
43·36. And then things began to
year.
happen.

.....!!IPP.
M~lJ

STUDENTS

PHILOSOPHERS HOUR
Sun. Thru Thurs.
5:00 P.M. to 6:00 P.M.
With any Food Order $1.00 or
more & Present MSU I.D.

FREE!
1. Bowl of Home-made Veg. Soup
2. Dish Home-Made Ice Cream

is

ETSU
currently one of
(our teams deadlocked for
second place in the league race
with Murray State's 1-1 slate.

TRIANGLE INN

**********************
.TBlO CAN HE.LP YOU
Study Skill

sand Tutoring

Classes
Ites.ding
Individual and Group
Guidance

career

-planning

TRIO CENTER
Hours:

8 a.m. - 12 p.m.

For Information Contact:

1 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.

Paul Ross
Ken Mosher

Phone: 762-3824 or 762-3825

Paula Duncan
Jim Biggs

**********************
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own tournament

Oral Roberts nips Murray 86- 83
By STEVE VIED
Al8t. Sport. Editor

with seven minu tes gone,
~"urray grabbed a 16-15 lead
on a blocked "Chug" Coleman
layup. A goal-tending call gave
the two points to the Racers,
but seconds later Murray went
ahead by five, 20-15, for its
widest margin of the contest.

As the student body journeyed home for semester break
Murray coach Cal Luther took
his Racer cage squad to the an·
nual Oral Roberts Classic on
Dec. 21 and handed opening
round opponent Rhode Island
II n.64 defeat.
ORU by ten
The following night Murray
met head-on with the powerful
The score wd tied at 28 all
Oral Roberts University when the Titan's broke away
Titan's for the tournament for good. Minutes later ORU
championship. Despite a frantic was on top by ten, 40-30, but at
last minute rallv, the Racers half-time Murray trailed by
came up on the short side of the only eight, 50-42.
scoreboard in the 86-83 final
score.
Racers ~thin four
ORU came out on top once
again... never having lost their
Early in the second half
own tournE-y.
Murray came within four twice
and once by two, 54 -52 .
McCant's gets 28
Gradually increasing their
lead, the Titan squad went out
Oral Roberl'l was led in by ten twice and then with
that Saturday night final game 1:35 remaining in the contest
by flashy 6-3 guard . Sam Mike Coleman connected on a
McCan's 28 points while Mike 15 footer and on the next trip
Coleman pumped in 25 points Grover Wollard was fouled
to take the Murray scoring hard in the act of shooting. Inhonors. Coleman later secured jured !Ienior guard Steve
a spot as Murray' " only Barrett took shots and canned
representative to the All · them both.
Tournament team.
Seconds later Coleman was
The opening minutes saw the called for a foul. Woods of
h.•ad go hack and forth until,

Racers delwrn Rams
in Fieldlwuse contest
By STEVE1 LOWERY
Sports Writer

"Our problem was that we
simply didn' t s hoot well ,''
stated Murray Coach Cal
Luther following the Racers 70·
58 .,;ctorv over Texas Wesleyan
last Mon-day night at Murray's
Sports Arl'na.
Shooting did seem to be a
problem as the Racers shot 32
of 75 field goals for a average
of .426 while the Rams hit on
28 of 84 attempts for a .333
mark.
Before a crowd of 5,000, the
Racers took the lead early in
the first half and remained on
top when freshman guard
Grover Woolard scored on a
fast break to give the Racers a
7-6 advantage.
MSU managed to rack up a
25-12 lead with 8:22 left in the
first half when three baskets
from inside were made by Marceloua Starks and drives were
by Woolard a nd pard Darnell
Adell.
The Racers were never able
to add to that 13 point spread
and by halftime Murray's lead

had been cut to five points at
31-26.
In the second half the Racers
held 14 point leads three times
50-36, 54-40 and 56-42, but
Murray couldn't manage to
pull completely ahead to insure
the victory.
With 8:02 remaining in the
game, MSU held a 58-46 advantage that was quickly trimmed down to a four point lead
when the Rams scored eight
consecutive points.
That was as close as Texas
Wesleyan could come though as
the Racers came to life at the
end of the game to coast by a
12 point margin.
Junior Mike Coleman was
the top scorer for the Racers
with 10 of 30 field goals for a
20 point effort. Starks hit six of

ORU hit the first but missed
the second charity t011s a nd
Colema went high for the
rebound. A quick pass followed
to center Marcelous Starks who
scored a pressure five footer to
make it 86-81 .
On the trip down Murray got
the ball on a turnover and
Mike Coleman hit for two at
the horn. The game and "cham·
pionships went by three points
to the host team.
Mu rray wins opener
In the ftrst game with Rhode
Island !ltandout junior forward

Intramural
•
cage action
begins games
The intramural basketball
program began this week with
both Greek and independent
leagues playing full schedules.
In the Greek league Kappa
Alpha, Lambda Chi Alpha,
Sigma Chi, Tau Kappa Epsilon
and Sigma Pi are all tied for
first place with one win and no
losses.
The independent league has
been split into three divisions
due to the number of teams in
the program. In division A the
Chokers, the Turkey Creek
Goblers. the Nads and the
Racers are tied for first place
with 1-0 records.
DiviHion B leaders are The
Forever People, the Movers,
UCSC and the Shady Oak Bmbcrs, all have one win and no
losses.
Division C has not seen action.

For

Campus
Information

11 field goals and one of four
from the charity stripe for 13
pointe, while Adell had a 11
point total. J eue Williams and
Steve Barrett each collected
eiJht pointa.

Dial
762-6767

S kip Gr eathouse led the

Rams' attack with 14 pointe.

University Inn

Mike Coleman and 6-8 center
Marcelou~ Starks combined for
61 points, scoring 28 and 23
respectively. Coleman paced all
scorers in the contest with his
effort.
Racers led early
The score was tied six times
in the first seven minutes of
hardwood action when Murray
warmed up and outdistanced
tha taller foes and never looked
back. By halftime the Racers
had mounted a 47-34 margin
over the rams by way of a hot
shooting clip of 71.9 per cent
from the floor.
In second half action Murray
State cooled somewhat from
their torr.id first half shooting
efforts but still ended Ute game
for a hot 59.6 per<.-ent. Rhode
Island carne close with the
score 57-52 mid-way m the
second half and then again at
69-64 in the final second11.
Two buckets by Coleman and
Starks pul thE' gnme away for
Murray. Leading scoreres for
Rhode Islnntl were Charles and
Lopes each with 16 markers.

'Basketball
Day' slated
for Jan.l9
"College Basketball Day,"
will be celebrated Saturday,
Jan.
19,
according
to
Willia m L. !Bill) Wall,
executive secr etary of t he
National A880Ciation of Basketball Coaches of the United
States.
"This is the approximate
date of the first competitive
game back in 1891," Wall said.
"The Springfield (M ass.)
Basketball Class of 18 members played a pickup game at
the YMCA Armory.' '
College Basketball Day will
become on annual salute, ac·
r.ording to Wall , commemorating the Americaninvented game that has become
one of the most popular sports
in the world.
"The date in future years
may become Dec. 1," Wall said,
" which is around the fmt date
for NCAA play. We picked .Jan.
19 this year because it is nn a
Saturday during the height of
the season. As close as we can
document, Dr. James Naismith,
who invented basketball, saw
the first ' game' played on
Jan. 20, 1891.' '

•

Need a car for
that special
occasion?
Rent a Ford from us . . . by the day or
longer. It's the convenien.t way to arrive in style.
Simply call and tell us when you want that Ford.
We'll do everything in our power to make that
special occasion really special. Getting there is
hait the fun, and if you can drive a new -Ford, it'll
b8 that much more fun. Give us -.r..ing or stop by
when you're making plans and work us an.

Now Under New Management

=~:A-~R~

· .aew owner: Leroy T odd
New Hours-<) a.m.-10 p.m.

S p ecialThis
Week's
Hamburger Steak or Spagh etti ,

99 tt
frt1m 4 p.m. to 1 II p.n1.

Parker Ford
Rentals
701 Main St.

Phone 753-5273
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Tigers top Racers in disputed game

Memphis by two in overtime game
By STEVE HALE
S por ta Writer

Playing one of ita toughest
pre-OVC schedules in years, the
unranked Murray State Racers
traveled 150 miles to take on a
cocky, 16th-rated Memphis
State team, only to be handed a
disputed 67-65 overtime loes.
The controversy came with
only six seconds showing on the
clock and Tiger guard Bill
Cook standing at the charity
stripe with two toeaes coming to
him after being fouled by Jesse
Williams.
The 6-5 athlete calmly sank
the fll'8t one but missed the
second. The rebound fell into
the band& of Racer guard
Grover Woolard who drove the
fuH length of the fl oor, pasaing
up a 10-foot jumper and
feeding the ball to Marcelous
Starks who was wide open under the basket.
Immediately after Starks had
sprung into the air and
released lhe ball, the horn
sounded, ending the overtime
period, but the official down
court was criss-crossing his
arms, signaling that the basket
was no good. Following the
game, Starks said he was sure
that the ball was in the air with
a second left on the rlock and
MSU coach Cal Luther agreed
with him saying, "I believe that
Marcelous got the ball off in
plenty of time and at home the
shot would have probably
counted, but on the road you
don't get them."
Memphis State coach Gene
Bartow agreed with Luther
when he said that, "if the game
bad been played at Murray it
would have been carried into a
double overtime",. However, he
ended by saying, "I feel the officials made the right call."

also had drawn his third foul
also with 6:38 left in the first
half the score 26-20.

Approximately 8,100 fa ns
saw the fired-up Racers, who
undoubtedly had the better
team that night, jump to a
quick 10-2 lead with the game
only five minutes old. A
nagging zone press by the
Murray five had caused Mem·
phis State to make four con·
secutive turnovers and then
with 12:34 remaining in the
first half, Mike Coleman scored
his eighth point to increase the
Racers lead, 16-6.
Woolard had picked up his
third personal only two
minutes earlier. Steve Barrett

Memphis State evened the
count for the first time of the
evening when Cook hit from
under with only 21 seconds left
tying the score
in the half,
at 32 all.
Luther 's Racers outshot ,
outrebounded, outhustled and
outdefensed the highly-touted
Memphis
State
team
throughout the entire contest.
Murray outrebounded the
Tigers 24-13 in the first half.
The Tigers tallied first in the
last 20 minutes when they
scored four straight points to go
on top for the firAt time 36-34.
Within this first three minutes

thr(lws that Memphis State tied
the score for the first time in
the game with 3:28 let\ in the
regulation period.
Seconds later, Coleman had
a 15-footer rim out and the
Tigers regained poaeesaion. After getting instruction from the
bench, the host team went into
a stall for the next two and a
half minutes. With only 13
seconds showing on the clock,
coach Bartow called a timeout.
The Racer defense set up
cautiously and the in-bounds
pass went to Cook at 20 feet out
but his ahot hit the side of the
rim and the conteat went. into
extra minute&.

Murray also held the
rebound edge, 43-35, and had
one of ita best nights at the
charity stripe by sinking 13-15
for an .867 while Memphis
State was 21-27 for a .778 percentage.

After each team had swapped
baskets in the fll'8t two minutes
of the overtime, Jones gave
Memphis State the lead on a
pair of charity tosses with 2:44
to go.
With 1:25 left in the overtime, Murray had a chance to
tie it up on two free throws by
Coleman. The fU'st ·one was
good but the second one fell off
and the Racers trailed 66-65 as
the Tigers went into a freeze.
At the six second mark,
WiUiams committed an in·
tentional foul on Cook, setting
the stage for the disputed play.
Memphis State, last year's
NCAA runnersup to UCLA,
was beat in every statistical
category but one, as the Racers
shot 26-58 for a .448 while the
Tigers hit 23-65 for a poor .35<&.:

Starks had 10 points and 11
retrieves to round out Murray's
only other double figure man.
Jones led Memphis State
with 17 while Cook added 14
and freshman guard Dexter
Reed chipped in 12.
The game was the first between the two clubs since 1963
when the Tigers took another
slim two point win, 60-58. The
Racers will have a chance to
get revenge when they play
Memphis State again next year
at Memphis.

CLUTCIDNG THE REBOUND. fresh man pard Gr over Woolard
outecrapa a Memphis State p layer aa 8·8 Racer center, Marcelou s
Starks watches the backboard action . Mu rray loat on a disputed
laet-eecond shot that waa d iaallowed flvinr the Tenneeeee hoeta a
naJTow 65-76 overtime win.
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of the second period, Barrett
and Woolard t>ach picked up
their fourth foul and were forced to ride the bench.
Murray held a slim two and ·
three point lead for the next 10
minu tes but with 7: 48
remaining, guard Bill Lau~e
sank a 20-footer to give his
team a shaky two point edge,
56-54 .
lt wasn't until Clarence
Jones, a 6-6 sophomore guard,
had canned a couple free
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Coleman led all scorers in
the game by hitting 13 of 27
shota from the field and six of
seven at the line for 33 points.
He also grabbed 12 rebounds
for the night.
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The big difference in the
game came in floor errors,
however. It was in this department that the Racers committed 21 turnovers compared
to only 12 for the Tigers.
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Kodak Coaches

Racerettes face
challenging teams
By STEVE HALE
Sport. Writer

The Murray State University
women's basketball team will
have its hands full this
weekend when Eas~rn Kentucky invades the MSU
Fieldhouse tonight at 7:30.
Tomorrow two Tennessee
teams, Memphis State and
Austin Peay, will make their
first appearance in the Murray
area this season.

Section IV honor won
by Jimmy Feix, WKU

In the same day, Murray fell
61-45 at the hands of Union
College who aaw ita record
jump to 7-1. Miss Hafer and
Becky Oakly tallied 15 and 11
points for the Racers while

Miss Parrish and Miss Henry,
both former high school all·
staters, poured in 19 and 18
markers for Union.

By MSU NEWS
Sporta Staff

ROCHESTER, N.Y. -- Dave
Maurer of Wittenberg University has been named 1973
Kodak College Division Coach·

Eastern, who is the defending sta~ champion, has all
five 1\tar~ra returning from last
years' championship team.
Coach Rowlett said, " It will
definitely be one of the
toughest teams we'll face all
eeuon.''

- Red Wilson, Elon College;
Sect. IV • Jimmy Feix, Western
Kentucky University; Sect. VI - Roger Harring, University of
Wisconsin (LaCrosse); Sect.
VII -· Wally Bullington,
Abilene Christian College; Sect.
VIII •• Tony Knap, Boise State
College; Sect. IX -· Joe Harper,
California State Polytechnic
College at San Luis Obispo.

The following morning at
9:30, coach Rowlett's team will
wake up early only to face
another stiff foe, once-beaten
Memphis Sta~ .
Then, after hardly having
time for their food to est, the
Raceret~s will take on an undefeated Governor team at
1:30.
Earlier in the week, Murray
won ita first game in three
outings, that being a 50-25
decision over Dyersburg State
College.
Lois Holmes and Debbie Hafer, Murray's leading
point producers, paced the
Racers with 18 and 10 markers.
Also, earlier in the week,
Coach Rowlett's team lost a 5337 decision to Lambuth College
88 Becky Turner, a four-time
high school all-stater, poured in
21 points to extend their winning record to 5-2.

Awards were presen~d Jan.
10 in San Francisco at the
Kodak
Coach-of-the· Year
Awards Dinner which annually
attracts more than 1,200
college football mentol'8 .
Balloting for both divisional
and overall winners was conducted before post-season bowl
activity.

FIGHTING FOR POSITIONS around the lane, MSU and Eaetern
Kentucky player• await the outcome of junior ~Uard Darnell
Adell'• jum)K'r. Other Raeere vialble are: Henry Kinley (22),
Grover Woolard (11 ), and Je11e Wllliam• (40). Murray aot two
pointe on the play, b ut Joat th e fame, 72·70, In overtime.
P h oto by Steve W. Given•

Sporta Writer

It happened on Christmas
Eve. The victims were three of
Western Kentucky' s finest
athletes, namely Nick Rose,
Chris Ridler and Toney
Staynings.
All three were in a motel
room in Boeton, Mass., when a
drunken driver ran his car off
the road, smashed through the
wall of their room injuring
R ose , and almost killing
Stayninas.

Staynings, an All-American
in cross country, Wftq pinned
under the car and suffered a
broken pelvis.
Ridler escaped any serious
injury as he was able to jump
clear of a collapsing pillar.
Nick Rose has already
recovered enough to have

Phone 753-3981
111 S. lSih

In 1973 post-seuon play,
Western rolled over Lehigh, 25·
16, skimmed Grambling, 28-20,
in the Grantland Rice Bowl,
and then suffered a 34-0 pounding at the bands of powerful
Louisiana Tech in the Camellia
Bowl for the national championship for Divisional II
teams.

Let us inspect your brakes,
exhaust system and
shock absorbers.

No Charge
No Obligation

In Tony Staynings' case, it
has been said that he may
never run again, prompting
many WKll fans to remark
that a promising career was
sacrificed at the alter of
drunkeness.

MURRAY M~ SERVICE
Guaranteed Mufflers at Economy Prices!

7th & Maple St.

Phone 753-9999

Burger Queen's

Murray Student Art
Contest
1st Prize $1 00.00
2nd Prize $75.00
3rd Prize $50.00

Flower Shop
CAMPUS

His teams have now won a
total three such championshipe
and his WKU squads have
never finished below second in
the conference chase.

Free Pick-up and Delivery

HUIE'S
FROM

Feix, Western Kentucky's
head mentor for the past six
I'Casons, guided his Hilltopper
squad to their expec~d position
atop the OhioValleyConference
by way of an undefeated !\eason
after a hard-fought dash with
Murray State.

resumed ttaining with some
minor discomfort.

Rose, OVC cross country
champion and second in the
Nationals, received cuts and
bruises to his arms, shoulder
and back.
He had to be ~iven a total
of 50 stitches.

1 BLOCK

For Wittenberg, this was a
third award. Bill Edwards won
in 1962 and 1963 when Maurer
was an assistant there. Maurer,
who is in his fifth year as head
coach, won divisional honors in
both '69 and '70. He is a
graduate of Denison University,
where be played quarterback.

Murray Muffler features the fastest muffler
ill8tallation in this area. Dual exhaust,
header systems and custom exhaust along
with brakework, shocks and air conditioning
service round out their services.

Western Kentucky athletes hurt;
Staynings may be out for season
By MIKE CAMPBELL

of-the-Year. Maurer was
chosen from a group of nine
regional winners by almost
3,000 voting members of the
Ameccnn Football Coaches
Association.
Sharing divisional honors
with Maurer, who won from
Section V, were: Sect. l •• Larry
Naviaux, University of Con·
nedicut; Sect. II ·· Walt Nadzak, Juniata College; Sect. HI .

Contest Rules

**
*
*

1.

2.

Full time Murray State students may enter. .
Any medium may be entered.

All entries must be at the Burger Qu een by 12:00 p.m. Friday,
February 22, 1974.
4. The Bu rger Queen reserves the right to display selected entries
until March 4, 1974.

3.

* 5.
* 6.

Prize winners become the property of the Burger Queen .
Judge's decision will be final.
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Western topples
•
In Camellia Bowl

Louisiana Tech reigns as the
first NCAA Division II
National Football Champion
after a convincing 34-0 win
over Western Kentucky University in the Camellia Bowl in
Sacramento, Calif.
The Bulldogs, who won the
old College Division Mideast
Regional Championship at the
Grantland Rice Bowl in 1972,
had two difficult games in the
first two rounds before breezing
in the Championship encounter.
Louisiana Tech edged
Western Illinois, 18-13, in a
first-round game and then
eliminated Boise State, 38-34,
by scoring the winning touchdown with only 12 seconds left
in the game.
Western Kentucky dropped
Lehigh, 25-16, in its first round
game and then edged Grambling, 28-20, to earn the right to
play Louisiana Tech for the
first National Championship.
However, the Bulldogs bad
too much offensive punch and
defensive depth for the Hilltopper&, who entered the game
with a 12-0 record.
Western Kentucky was held
to only two fmt downs and a
total of 76 yards during the
nationally televised game while
the Bulldogs were amassing
336 yards in offense.

McDaniel was the game's
leading rusher with 116 yards
on 21 carries. The Louisiana
Tech passing attack wasn't that
effective as Duron and Haynes
completed only 10 of 26 p~sses
between them. Tilley, a 5-10,
170-pound wide receiver,
caught seven of the 10 passes
for 106 yards.

~-~-·~~~,..,.~

Division II
FIRST ROUND
Grambline 17, Delaware 8
(Broad-...'lllk Bowl)
Western Kentucky 25, Leh~h 16
Louisiana Tech 18, We-tern Oil·
nola 13
Boi~e State 53, South Delcota
State 10

SEMIFINALS
Western Kentucky 28. Gramb·
llnlf 20 (Grantland Rice Bowl)
Louisiana Tech 38. Bobe State
34 (Pioneer Bowl)

Photo by Wll11on Woolley

CAMELLIA IOWL
(CHAMPIONSHIP)
Louisiana

Tech

34,

Up...up...and

Western

it~

in!

Kentucky 0

Division Ill
SEMIFINALS
Juniata 35, Brldeeport a
Wlttenbere 21, U . San Dleeo 14

GIVEN JUST TWO of her many expre..ions,
MSU cheerluder Cynth ia Cash ia obvloa11ly
pleaaed with the outcome or the h ardwood

events. She ie a 19 ·year-old Mayfield
eophomore, majoring in buaine.. and home
economica.

STAGG BOWL
(CHAMPIONSHIP)
Wlttenbere 41, Juniata 0

Racerettes rip Dyersburg,
Lois. Holmes scores 18

Kicker Jerry Pope put Tech
on the scoreboard with a 33yard field goal in the first quarter and Charles (Quick Six)
McDaniel added a one-yard
By MIKE FINCH
touchdown run later in the
Sporu Writer
opening period to give the
Bulldogs a 10-0 cushion.
MSU's women's basketball
Danny Curtis, a 190-pound
team
romped to its first vicrory
defensive end, intercepted a
Dennis Tomek pass early in the of the season Monday night,
st>cond quarter and returned it defeating Dyersburg Community College 50-25.
11 yards for a touchdown to
make it 17-0.
After a four-yard loss, Tech
Stealing and running, the
quarterback Denny Duron Racerettes built an overrifled a 36-yard scoring strike whelming 12-! advantage midto flanker Roger Carr to give way through tl1e first quarter
the Bqldogs a 24-0 halftime and the period ended with
lead.
Murray leading 22-6.
There was no scoring in t~e
third frame and Pope added a
The Tennesseeans made a
31-yard field goal at the top of
the fourth quarter to give the slight comeback before halfBulldogs a 27 ·0 lead. Pat Tilley time. Employing a full courtcaught a 28-yard scoring pass press, the opponents outscored
from Steven Haynes late in the the women Racers to pull
game for the fina l touchdown. within 12 at the half mark.

Murray again took charge at
the beginning of the second
half. Fast breaking to perfection, the Kentuckians had
doubled the visitors score by
the end of the third period.

Gay Nell Smith and Pam
Workman both scored 7 to lead
Dyeraburg.

The women will face Eastern
Kentu : ky, th'i' rni~ine: K"n·
Coach Rowlett emptied the tucky champions, tonight in the
following
a
bench during the final quarter. Fieldhouse
Any ideas the Dyersburg five preliminary game between
may have had for a comeback Austin Peay and Memphis
against the reserves were State. Play will continue
quickly squelched, as the subs tomorrow, with the completion
proved as stingy on defense as of round robin play between
the starters. The losers were the four teams.
held to only 9 points during the
entire second half.

Murray's Lois Holmes took
game scoring honors with 18
points. Jan Jones and Debbie
Hafer also reached double
figures for the Racerettes
ecoring 10 each.

Franklin 2 leads
with 5--0 r ecord
Freshman intramural basketball resumed this week with
Franklin Hall's second and
third floors tied for the top spot
with five wins and no losses
each.
In second place, with two
wins and two losses, i~ Richmond Hall's third floor .
Frosb league standings
Franklin floor 2
5·0
Franklin floor 3
5·0
Richmond :J
2-2
2·3
Richmond 4
Franklin 4
1-4
Richml'nd 1
2-3
Richmond 2
1-4
Franklin l
L-3

Parker-McKenney

Extra Special on
J. V. C- 4 Channel Stereos
Special Price on All Speakers:
J.V.C. Audiovox A.D.C
Curtis-Mathis
Webcar K.L.H. Ultraliner and many others

S-Track Tapes 2 for $5.00
Use our Easy Credit Plan, at Bank Rates

We Service What We Sell!
."We Truly Appreciate Your Business"

T.V. Service Center
Central Shopping

753-5865

Near the Kroger Store

Center

Welcome Back
Murray State
University
Students
Parker-McKenney Athletic Supply
"For All Your Athletic Needs"
J ust off Campus on Chestnut

..
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It seems that in the first semester this column was so
bravely introduced with such a brash title, it never had the
courage to appear some weeks, faked out the copy desk and
th~ ~ditor.s other weeks and crawled onto the page, and now.
. .at. s trYing to come back once again!

And feeling somewhat like the fool who was left holding
the leash of the starved elephant when the circus peanutpopcorn wagon went-by. . .here I am stuck with you.
Seriously though, the MSU NEWS sports department has
undergone several staff changes since last. year. . .efforts
which we feel will make the last half of the paper present a
crisp, clean. and contemporary look at all Murray sports.

Howard Miller

•

From time to time, instead ot these ramblings, thh; space
will be used for interviews with the coaches, players,
cheerleaders, and others who directly affect your Monday,
sometime.~ Wednesday and Saturday nights. I hope to even
unload the thing on another staff member some weeks. .
.taking a step for the liberation movement and letting a
female invade these hallowed spaces.
Hey, hey, don't look so glum. . .at least it'll only be for a
your bird will have the pleasure of reading
something else when glancing down at the bottom of his
cage!
seme.~ter...then

000000000000000000000000000
Gee.... it' s bad to start out in your first big-time column
and havl! to thank people already....but this writer wh•hes
to express appreciation this week to: Jerry Bayne, a
graduate student who assisted the design of these seven
pages: the MSU NEWS copy desk, who bad to suffer through
a new system again in reading-correcting this copy; and
finally, to '\ very special someone who gave moral support
and understood the many absent hours taken to fill these
va st s paces.

50¢

2-0
2-0

Easter n Kentucky
Mid dle Tennessee
Murray S tate
Tennessee Tech
East Tennessee
Austin Peay
Morehead
Western Kentucky

. Since someone else once brilliantly said that there was a
to be born and a time to die... the 27 regular readers of
th1s column should be throughly disgusted.

~e

Frank Jones

1·1
1-1
1-1
1- 1

0-2
0-2

When Coach Cal Luther
takes his Racers into Tennessee
Tech' s Memorial Gymnasium
next Monday night, the Golden
Eagles will floor the "OVC' s
shortest team" .... unless Coach
Connie Inman who annually
makes the statement pulls a
shocker.
Leading the charge this
season for Tech's 4-8 overall
record, has been 6.- 0 senior
guard, Jim Clemens, who is
averaging a healthy L7 .3 points
per contest. He' s the team's
best free-throw shooter, firing
at a 73.5 percentage and the
second best shooter, bitting
45.7 per cent of all his field
shots.
TI'U has suffered five of its
losses by a total 20 points. It
went through its first seven
games without a win. Againlll
current Ohio Valley Conference
leader, Middle 1'enne&>ee, the
Golden Eagles came within 12

Howard Miller, a ·6-7 senior
center, has been chipping off an
average of 9.8 points per contest and shoots at a hot 50.5
per cent from the hardwood.
'rhe Racers hold an overwhelming 14-6 edge over Tech
in the two squads' series over
the last 10 years. Last year the
two split, ITU capturing the
last game in Cookeville, 81 -79,
and MSU taking the first, 73-72
at home.

50¢

on Any Dinner •••
• Country Ham
• Shrimp Basket

• Fried Chicken
• Big Hamb1rger Steak

• Club Steak

• Boneless Rib Eye

PALACE
per fll1111.

r•ls afl ••s t ••
.,,,,,,. 11

"VIsit 01r

G••• Roo•"

753-7992

6-6

Frank Jones is the other
double-figuJe scorer for the
Golden Eagles. The 6-2
sophomore guard pumps in
enough baskets for a 16.5 clip
per game and is the team's
third best rebounder (averaging
five per contest).

This Coupon W.-th SOC

CIS to•er

5-7
7-5
5-6

pmnts and then they knocked
Western Kentucky from the unbeaten ranks with a stunning
60-59 Bowling Green upset.

Good Tuesday, Wednesday Jan ua ry 22 & 23

COIJJOI

3-7
11-2
'7-5
4- 8

Connie's 4runts' to battle
Cal's 'Cinderella' scrappers

RED H6'T SPECIAL!

o.,, •••

Overall

for fllsco••t.

